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This report contains information concerning: 
1. The statistical determination of frequencies of critical 
axle loadings on highway bridges and 
2, The adaptability and adaptability of historical loadometer 
and classification data in Kentucky to the recently adopted 
AASHO design criteria for evaluating the fatigue history of 
existing bridges, 
The analysis of the fatigue history of a bridge consists of evaluating 
the distribution of instantaneous axle loadings over the applicable period. 
Because of the urgency, only historical records currently available were 
used as source data. This report is therefore divided into two sections: 
1) a summary of quantitative results based on available data, and 2) recom-
mendations for future studies. 
The purposes of the first part of this report are: 
1. To delineate a methodology for statistically predicting the 
distribution of vehicle loadings with respect to, time and 
2. To develop the history of critical loadings, based on existing 
traffic data, for each of the twenty-one highway bridges crossing 
the Ohio River from Kentucky. 
The purposes of the second part of the report are: 
1. To describe the types of information required in these analyses 
and to propose data collection procedures which will provide 
source data for future analysis and 
2. To recommend further study of certain design criteria. 
Part I 
LOADINGS BASED ON 
AVAILABLE DATA 
DATA 
Data Sources Used, Since no loadometer surveys and very few classification 
counts had been made at these bridges, several alternative methods for 
simulating the traffic loading and classification conditions were considered. 
Loadometer Data. Since no loadometer surveys have been made on bridges, 
average axl:"-load distribution estimates were alternatively made from: 
1. All available statewide loadometer data for all years 1950-
1965 (Table 1). 
. 1 2. All available statewide loadometer data for the year 1966 , or 
3. Loadometer data for the geographical area in which the bridge 
is located (Table 1). 
Categorizing the data as to geographical area, traffic volume, and 
year (or some other variable combination) results in numerous gaps in 
the data array because of the relatively small amount of data available. 
Although categorization tends to dimin.ish the effect of each variable 
considered, the absence of data and/or the smaller number of axle counts 
comprising some entries may result in less accuracy than disregarding 
the effects of these variables entirely. 
1"Truck Height and Vehicle Classification Study," Division of Planning, 
Kentucky Department of Highways, 1966. 

Consideration of the purpose of each type of analysis also 
influences the selection of the data source. Since the analysis 
concerning instantaneous loads is or may be used at the present time 
for design, the second alternative should be used. When the fatigue 
history of the bridges is desired, the data should represent as much 
of the real time period as possible and, thus, the first alternative is 
probably more applicable. Because of the small amount of data available 
for the various geographic areas, the third alternative would probably 
be less representative of the traffic loads. 
Although statewide classification data concerning buses is available, 
no bus axles are weighed during loadometer studies ~n Kentucky. The 
loadometer data on bus axles, as shown in Table 1, was obtained from 
information supplied by the Greyhound Bus Company. 
Classification Data. Simulation of the actual vehicle classification 
data can be facilitated by developing an average percent of each vehicle 
type from the following alternatives: 
1. All statewide rural, urban, and rural plus urban classification 
data for 1950-1965, the years of available data (Table 2), 
2. Subdivision of alternative 1 as to each variable taken 
separately (Table 3) or together, 
3. Classification data for each particular bridge location for 
all years (Table 4), 
4. Classification data for all bridge locations combined for 
all years (Table 4), or 
5. Classification data for each bridge location for the present 
year or predicted for a future design year (neither available). 
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Table 2, SUMMARY 01' STATEWIDE AVERAGE CLASS!l'ICA.TlQN DATA 
FOR 19:50-1965 
PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT 
SINGLE UNIT, SINGLE UNIT, SINGLE UNIT, COMBINATION, COMBINATION, COMBINATION, 
PERCENT 2-AXLED, 4-TIRED 2-AXLED, 4-TIRED 3-AXLED 3-AXLED 4-AXLED 5-AXLED PERCENT 
CARS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS BUSES 
RURAL 
"' 
72.339 8.255 7.944 0.909 4.159 4.589 0.988 0.81664 
URBAN 
82.200 7. 771 4.844 1.433 1.433 2.238 0.418 0.62615 
STATEWIDE 
74.188 8.164 7.363 3.648 3.648 4.148 0.881 0.78094 
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Table 4. MEAN PERCENTAGES OF VEHICLE TYPES AT BRIDGE LOCATIONS 
(BASED ON CLASSIFICATION DATA) 
SINGLE UNIT SINGLE UNIT 
TWO-AXLED TWO-AXLED SINGLE UNIT COMBINATION COMBINATION COMBINATION 
BRIDGE FOUR-TIRED SIX-TIRED THREE-AXLED THREE-AXLED FOUR-AXLED FIVE-AXLED TOTAL 
NUMBER*** CARS BUSES TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS VEHICLES 
1 83.133 0.959 7.816 5.111 0.243 0.886 1.343 0.505 42004 
2 86.451 4.073 6.318 2.951 0.042 0.104 0.062 0.0 4812 
3 79.743 0.652 9.797 6.394 2.359 0.217 0.362 0.476 9666 
4 81.863 0.048 7.435 6.423 0.357 2.036 1.774 0.064 25191 
5 91.102 0.141 4.975 2.930 0.198 0.275 0.320 0.061 62596 
6 87.124 3.150 4.273 2.827 1.380 0.348 0.792 0.105 40788 
7 78.756 0.372 8.479 8.353 0.200 2.609 1.013 0.217 17478 
.._, 8 85.138 0.572 4.694 4.820 0.240 1.297 2.913 0.325 29525 
9* 90.28 1.05 3.90 3.00 0.19 0.60 0.70 0.28 52000 
10* 80.91 1.60 8.40 5.30 0.59 1.60 1.45 0.19 3000 
11* 88.86 1.20 4.40 3.40 0.24 0.88 0.90 0.12 25000 
12 80.556 0.875 7.657 5.009 0.324 2.906 2.349 0.324 34859 
13 80.173 1.762 9.127 5.036 0.261 1.852 1.664 0.126 11121 
14* 84.06 1.45 6.85 4.50 0.42 1.30 1.28 0.14 12000 
15** 
16** 
17 76.106 0.310 9.203 6.441 1.042 2.000 3.994 0.905 16799 
18 79.135 0.710 6. 779 5.807 0.659 4.366 2.457 0.087 39282 
19 65.501 0.000 14.219 8.159 o.ooo 12.121 0.000 o.ooo 429 
20 81.356 0.435 10.304 3.607 0.419 0.982 1.385 1.513 6211 
21 75.829 0.492 7.315 5.619 1.023 3.327 6.033 0.363 7724 
AVERAGE 83.485 0.912 6.684 4.809 0.544 1.637 1.665 0.265 
* Reported Values Based on Average Daily Traffic (ADT) Data Only 
**No Data Available 
***For a description of Bridge Sites, see Appendix 6 
Although one or more classification count is available for some 
of the bridges, there. are not enough counts to obtain reliable results 
as a function of year, geographical area, and traffic volume. Comparison 
of Tables 2 and 4 shows that there is an uniqueness ~n the vehicle classi-
fication at bridge locations--which does not warrant the use of overall 
state averages as reliable simulations. The dispar:l.ty between the results 
at. the individual bridges indicates the desirability of considering 
each bridge separately. Although the fifth alternative is clearly indicated 
as "best" in the fatigue history analysis, alternative 3 should be used 
because of the lack of available data for us<e in alternativ<e 5. The 
third alternative source of class:lfication data is also recommended 
at this t:Lme for determining instantaneous criti.cal loads. 
For a few of the bridges, AUT (Average Da.ily Traffic) data was 
available but no classification counts were dire<:tly applicable. In 
these cases, percentages can be taken from the figures in either Appendix 
1 or Appendix 2. The points on these graphs represent all of the available 
individual classification counts for the Ohio River bridges. When this 
situation arose in the anslyses presented in this report, the relationships 
between percent vehicles and traffic volume presented in Appendix 1 
were used, Appendix 1 was chosen because it gave better correlations 
and because "traffic volume" is believed to be a better parameter than 
"year" for this type of study. The results of these estimates of vehicle 
percentages for four bridges are shmm in Table I;. 
!l 
ANALYSIS OF INSTANTANEOUS CRITICAL AXLE LOADINGS 
The statistical determination of the probabilities of instantaneous 
critical axle loadings on highway bridges from available data requires 
the following assumptions at this time: 
1. The vehicle axles and their spacings occur randomly with respect 
to time and each other, 
2. The data sample is large enough statistically and is representative 
of a universe, 
3. The sampling methodology is correct and the actual measurements 
were made within the accuracy of the study, and 
4. All axles are considered as single axles whether they be single 
or tandem. 
Solution Method, Assuming that the above assumptions are correct, the 
probabilities, PrJ• that an axle. in the weight interval "J" is of vehicle 








=percent of each vehicle type (Tables 2 and 4). 
A
1 
=axles per vehicle for each vehicle type (Table 5), 
AXIJ = axle-load distribution, percent of axles of each vehicle 
type in each axle-load group (Table 1). 




All I lJ 
9 
The probability of a certain vehicle type passing a point at a particular 
time, given that any vehicle passes that point at that time, is 
P = T /100. 
I I 
Since the number of axles per vehicle varieS' between different vehicle 





All J IJ' 
A summary of these various probabilities, based on the chosen data 
sources, are found in Appendix 3 for each bridge under consideration, 
Appendix 3 can be used to find the probability of a critical load 
occurrence when a critical load is designated (see Part II of this report 
for a discussion of this subject), 
Critical Axle Loading Combinatio,ns. The above discussion on "critical 
axle load" refers to a single axle. The.critical loading may be designated 
as any of the four shown in Figure 1. The values in Appendix 3 are used, 
as defined above, to find the critical axle load probability, PA' for the 
loading conditions shown in Figure la. 
Based on the previous assumptions, the probability, PB' that ~he 
critical loading shown in Figure lb will occur given that an axle passes 
the point of interest is found by 
2 
PB = p APG, 
where PG represents the probability that the gap between the two vehicles 
is less than or equal to a designated critical value. The maximum critical 
gap length for a span should be determined by the bridge designer. Using 
10 
(c) 
Table 5 • AXLES PER VEHICLE FOR EACH VEHICLE TYPE 
VEHICLE TYPE AXLES PER VEHICLE 
Passenger Cars 
Four-Tired, Single Unit Trucks 
Six-Tired, Single Unit Trucks 
Buses 
Three-Axled, Single Unit Trucks 
Three-Axled, Combination Trucks 
Four-Axled, Combination Trucks 
Five-Axled, Combination Trucks 
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(a) 
\ 
Point of Interest 
~ (b) 
Poin of Inte est 
~ 
(d) 
Figure 1. Critical Loading Combinations on two-lane Bridges 
11 
the previous assumptions, the average gap distance, in seconds, is equal 
to 
t = 86400 
ADT 
The probability of the loading condition represented in Figure 
lc occurring is found by 
PC = PAPM 
where PM is the probability that critical loads will meet each other 
given that one critical load is already over the area of the bridge 
to be analyzed, This analysis requires an additional assumption--the 
directional split of the critical axle loadings is 50%-50%, Assuming 




where tc = the average critical gap length, and 
P = the probability of two critical gap occurrences, tc 
The probability that any two critical axle loads occur at any instant 
at any point on a highway would be equal to P2M. Again, the actual 
probability could be found by observations at the bridges. 
The probability that the fourth critical loading situation (Figure 
ld) will occur is represented by 
12 
PD = PB2pc 
It should be emphasized that the actual probabilities of the situations 
presented in Figure 1 should be determined from actual studies on the 
bridges, It is anticipated that the actual probabilities will be much 
higher than those computed from the above relationships. 
13 
ANALYSIS OF THE FATIGUE HISTORY OF A BRIDGE 
The development of the fatigue history of a bridge involves the 
instantaneous loading probabilities through the period of time under 
consideration. This analysis requires a knowledge of the average time. 
interval, t', between critical axle-load applications. This average 
time interval, in days, is found by 
t I = 1 
PA(ADT)(APV) 
where APV is the average number of axles per vehicle. 
Total Critical_~le Loads. The average number, N, of critical axle loads 
per day is equal to the reciprocal of the average time interval, or 
N = PA(ADT)(APV), 
The number of total critical axle loads, Nk, for a bridge over a period 
of "k" years, assuming PAis constant with respect to time, is given by 
N = 
k [ 365(ADTk)(PA)(APVk), All k 
where ADTk is the average daily traffic for the k-th year. 
Appendix 4 shows the total number of axle repetitions, by vehicle 
type and weight group, for each highway bridge crossing the Ohio River 
since ADT data was first taken on that bridge. Once the critical axle-
load class is designated, the total critical a~le loads can be found by 
summing all axle loads exceeding this designated critical value. 
14 
Totpl Vehicl,_~ Repetitions -~-ehicle Type '!'nd Gross-He:l,_g_ht Group. 
Development of the number of vehicle repetitions by vehicle type and gross 
weight requires the following additional assumptions: 
l. The front axle of each vehicle type weighs less than each of 
the remaining axles for that vehicle type. 
2. The remaining axle weights are equal. 
3. All axles weighing less than or equal to 7000 pounds weigh 7000 
pounds; all axles weighing greater than 28999 pounds weigh 30~QQO 
pounds,' 
The methodology thus consists of dividing the total number of axle repeti-
tions of each vehicle type by the number of axles per vehicle for each 
vehicle type (APV1
) and comparing this value with the number of axles in the 
lowest weight group. 
If these values are equal, then each of the axles in the lowest 
weight group is simulated as the front axle of that vehicle type. The 
number of axles in the remaining weight groups for each vehicle type are 
divided so as to simulate the remaining axles of that vehicle type. The 
total '"eight of the various gross-weight groups is found by adding the 
means O·f the appropriate we:Lght groups. 
If the number of axles in the lowest axle-,·might group is not equal 
to half of the total number of axles for each.vehicle type, the gross 
weights are found as delineated above except that the gross-weight classes 
are developed from axles distributed according to the above additional 
assumptions. 
The gross-vehicle '~eights are shown in Appendix 5 for each of the 
highway bridges under consideration. 
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ADDITIONAL INFORHATION 
The information presented in this section is supplemental in that 
it is not necessary for the development of the previously computed 
probabilities. It is included in this report to add perspective to 
the past loading conditions on the bridges being studied. Although 
the usage of these results are rather dubious, it is believed that they 
will indicate various relationships, as a function of time (years), 
that will aid in the time projection of vehicle loads and load 
distributions. 
Average Daily Tl::;lffic (ADT). Relationships between the "average daily 
traffic" and "year" are presented in Appendix 6. These relationships 
were developed from traffic flow maps, classification counts, and available 
. . . . 2 special bridge studies made in 1952-1953 • A smooth line was drmm 
through these points to provide a means for interpolating values for 
years in which no data was available. 
ADT curves for some of the bridges show unusual trends for some 
of the years. These inconsistencies can be explained in general by 
the following observations: 
1. During the war years of 1941-1945, the ADT for most roads 
remained fairly constant, or dipped slightly, due to the rationing 
of gasoline and the decreased supply of automobiles. 
2. Sharp reductions at some bridges occurred when an additional 
bridge was constructed nearby. 
2"0hio River Crossings Survey," State of Virginia, Commonwealth of 
Kentucky, State of Ohio, and the U. S. Department of Commerce, 
Chapters I and IV, 1952-53. 
16 
Average We_:i_g_~•~:r: __ y_ehiclj',._.J)'J'_E>.• Table 6 shows the results of an analysis 
of average weight per vehicle for each vehicle type. Since the format 
of available loadometer data classifies each axle load into axle-t•eight 
groups, the mean of each group \vas used to represent that weight group. 
No informantion is available concerning actual weights of axles less 
than 7000 pounds. Table 6 shows the assumed averap;e weights for each 
vehicle type for different assumed average axle loads for the group 
~Veighing less than 7000 pounds. 
P_rocedure ~or Obtainil}R the 'f_o_tal an<l_Sumul,_ati~-~ads ·-~-'!_._ll._"-i.S!z.e_,_ 
The basic methodology used to obtain the total and cumulative total 
loads are represented by the following equation: 
AOL = (ADT) [l~O (TAX) (IVAX)+(lOO-'I) (I~A) J, 
100 
where AOT =average daily total load (pounds), 
ADT = average daily traffic, 
T = average percent trucks, 
TAX = average axles per truck, 
\~AX = average weight per truck axle (pounds), and 
WA = average weight per single unit, 2-axled, 
4-tired vehicle (pounds), 
Aver,age Daily Traffic_. The method used to obtain the values for the 
ADT has been previously described. 
Average Percent Trucks. A truck is defined in this report as any vehicle 
having six or more tires. Three methods for obtaining the average 
percent of trucks for each bridge location were considered: 
17 




VEHICLE TYPE COUNTED AVERAGE VEHICULAR WEIGHT (POUNDS) 
Assumed Weight of Axles <7000 Pounds 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 6500 
Single Unit, 2-Axled, 4-Tired Trucks 13763 5017 6017 7018 8019 9019 10020 11020 12021 13022 
Single Unit, 2-Axled, 6-Tired Trucks 25928 9610 10390 11170 11949 12729 13509 14288 15068 15847 
Single Unit, 3-Axled Trucks 2063 23525 24539 25553 26567 27580 28594 29608 30622 31636 
Combination, 3-Axled Trucks 12617 24865 24607 26350 27093 27835 28578 29320 30063 30805 
Combination, 4-Axled Trucks 16105 34435 39079 39722 40365 41009 41653 42296 42940 43583 
Combination, 5-Axled Trucks 4521 53595 54176 54757 55337 55918 56499 57079 57660 58240 
Average--All Trucks 74997 20555 21334 22111 22892 23671 24450 25229 26010 26788 
f-' Average--All Trucks Except 61234 24049 24778 25507 26237 26966 27697 28425 29155 29883 co Single Unit, 2-Axledt 
4-Tired Trucks 
1. From statewide classification counts for urban or rural areas 
as shown in Tables 7 and 8. 
2. From classification counts at the particular bridges. 
3, From a smooth-line approximation of the plot of all bridge 
classification data as a function of traffic volume (Figure 
2). 
The latter method was used to obtain the results for Bridges 9, 10, 
11, and 14 in Table 4. This method was chosen because: 
1. The results from the classification counts on bridges were 
consistently different from the statewide averages, both in 
magnitude and in general trend, when traffic volume differences 
were considered. 
2. As few as one set of classification data was available for 
a bridge. 
3. When multiple sets of classification data for a particular 
bridge were available, wide variation in results were usually 
observed. 
4. A plot of percent trucks versus traffic volume (ADT) yielded 
an approximately smooth-line relationship (Figure 2). 
Average Axles per Truck. The three methods that were considered for 
obtaining percent trucks were also considered for obtaining the average 
axles per truck as a function of "year" and "traffic volume" (Figures 
3 and 4). 
The average axles per truck as a function of year (Figure 3) was 
used in the analysis since this plot exhibited the better ,correlation. 
The average values of axles per truck plotted are for each classification 
count at each bridge location. 
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Table 7. SUMMARY OF TRUCK DATA FOR URBAl'l RIGID-lAYS IN KENTUCKY 
BY YEAR AND TRAFFIC VOLUME GROUP 
ALL 
TRAFFIC VOLUME 19')<J 19') 1 l ·;,52 19 53 1954 lt:;55 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 YEARS 
GROUP -------·--··-·-
AVERAGE PERCENT TRUCKS 
0-4·P; \lf'U c.c c.c G.C OeO o.o c.c c.o o.o o.o 9.52 o.o o.o o.o o.o O .. Q 23..,H__Q.Q lf.!, SO. 
500 999 VPO ll.B e.G 1 L ·:;6 5 .45 o.o o.c o.o o.o o.o 9.14 o.o o.o 5 .. 29 o.o o.o 3 ~30 o .. n 7~40 
lCCC-1999 v~u 11.29 S.63 j. c;.; 3.15 LC o.c o.o o.o s.oz 9 .. 14 7.99 o.o 8.63 o.o 7 .. 09 10.83 o.o a .. ~3 
2L:00-39<.Jo-VPO- 10.46 7.07 l4.S3 7.18 o.o 17.98 8.32 7.25 10.58 12.12 19.25 o.o o.o o.o o.o 12.16 o.o 12 .. 14 
4(00-799':1 \IPD 11 • .::1 l t. l 7 7.9':l 9.23 o.o 1.:3.48 9.90 10.98 12.62 11.70 10.76 12.45 7.88 8.24 a. 91 9.73 7 .. 32 10 .. 95 
BGOO LR MuRE VPG 10.59 G.(; S.64 7.89 b. 58 o.o 7. 98 7. 54 6.88 10.48 9.80 9. 39 10.32 8.,.70 9.43 7.56 8 .. 02 8 .. 43 
All VCLU~·ES J.V. 04 12.20 L86 d. 1:. 8.58 15.02 8.66 8.~e 9 .. 21 11.06 10.40 9.76 9. 19 8.63 9.28 8.07 7.97 ';1.26 
"····-- ···--· 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF AXLES PER TRUCK 
N 
0 C-49S< v~ o J.'J (J.(, o.o c.c o.o o.o o.c o.c o.o 2.000 o.c o.o o.o o.o 0!0 2.149 o .. o 2 ~ 108 
500 9~9 'v'PO .:::.GB6 C.C 2.1GO 2.C92 0.0 o. c o.c o.o o.o 2.039 o.o o.o 2.000 o.o o.o z .. ooo o.o 2.065 
lCOG-1':199 VPO 2.C07 2.06o 2.039 ~.140 O.C o.c o.c o.o 2.038 2.342 2.260 0.0 2.588 o .. o 2.139 2.042 o.o 2 .. 172 
2COO 3999 VF'iJ .:::.20e 2.133 2.4CB 2.115 o.o 2.675 2.507 2.247 2.514 2.341 3.077 o.c o.o o.o o.o 3.270 o.o 2.564 
4C00-7999 VPU L.371 2.3b4 ~.C~o L.4CS 0.0 2.487 2.415 2.728 2.88C 2.516 2.813 2.913 2 .. 307 2 .. 250 2.338 2.747 2.298 2 .. 624 
8000 CR MURE VPO 2.;l7S C.C 2.0c0 2.361 2.628 o.o 2.615 2.714 2.589 2.676 2.929 2.899 3.030 2.881 3.181 3.106 3.055 2 .. 834 
.All VlLLii'<:ES 2.342 2.274 2.156 2.36S 2.628 2.564 2.522 2.714 2.672 2.537 2.917 2.901 2.757 2.780 3 .. 056 3.044 3.011 2 .. 739 
NUMBER OF VEHICLES COUNTED IN TENS 
0-49'1 VPL: 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 39 
500-999 VPO 01 0 100 139 0 0 0 0 0 112 0 0 115 0 0 ~7 0 584 
1000-19-iS VPD 1~2 34 7 384 152 0 0 0 0 423 765 125 0 118 0 162 )99 .0______2_8_0. 6...._ 
.woo 391'7 VH.l 401 2j5 778 134 0 1371 615 341 3481 2840 359 0 0 0 c 1017 0 11570 
4C00-799Y VPD 1'>24 :.26 1373 2304 0 2636 1009 8217 5043 4006 978 2524 2045 9!H 57Q 3103 f!Q9 31~55 
8000 Gk MJKE VPO 2018 0 2062 4953 8361 c 1554 12504 9174 6617 5357 18281 2799 4882 4005 19228 9127 110922 
All VUllJMf::S 4125 1107 46S7 7682 8361 4C07 3177 21002 18121 14 359 6819 20805 5077 5863 4745 23633 9736 163374 
Table 8. SUMMARY OF TRUCK DATA FOR RURAL HIGHWAYS IN KENTUCKY 
BY YEAR AND TRAFFIC VOLUME GROUP 
.ll 
TRAFFIC VOLUME 1950 1951 19 52 19 53 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 19Q2 ]96:2 l2fl9: 19:1:!5 1266 YEARS 
GROUP 
AVERAGE PERCENT TRUCKS 
0-499 VPO 19.5 1 7.37 15.30 13.68 10.51 14.03 9.07 8.61 5.42 8.45 21.65 8.80 11.46 9.77 11.18 10.03 10.21 11.44 
SOG-999 1,/PO 25.97 18.01 19.01 17.77 22.40 13.61 15.20 !2-31 11.96 u.n~ ]2_.02 Q.Q R. 95 l :2. QB ]].R2 ]Q 8Q l Q ]] Jl.JU 
1000-1999 VPD 26.16 17.37 14.18 14.43 19.17 18.01 17.66 16.16 19.03 17.37 18.16 17.J4 14.54 18.18 16.08 14.33 12. 18 16.43 
2000-3999 VPO 22.93 19.29 19.67 19.15 ZO.lt. 18.04 18.44 20.49 17.63 16.80 19.65 17.99 17.20 19,15 ]5.10 19.'52 _ll_,J5 ] 8 .. 11 
4000 7999 VPD 21.75 19.88 20.45 16.18 20.21 20.69 21.33 21.52 18.75 19.17 20.44 21.06 22.16 22.64 18.99 16.76 19.53 20.08 
8000 OR MORE VPO 11.07 15.08 16.78 12.99 15.26 14.78 14.34 13. 34 11.95 11.16 12.79 14.42 12.51 15.16 15.06 11.29 17.56 j~ .. A1 
ALL VOLUMES 22.28 18.89 19.09 17.05 18.99 18.72 19.06 19.50 17.04 17.22 12.27 18*53 J8.5I 20.5~ J1.Q1 ll.63 ] 7 • 5 2 -.La,..2.6._ 
N ..... 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF AXLES PER TRUCK 
0-499 VPD 2.045 2.125 2.323 2.021 2.052 2.035 2.121 2.092 2.000 2.000 2.361 2.141 2.000 2.055 2.191 2.085 2.582 2.147 
500-999 VPD 2.167 2.233 2.233 2.093 2.214 z.ooo 2.173 2.200 2.485 2.109 2.370 o.o 2.128 2.211 2.4]9 2§3~~ Z2ZBQ 2.21.9_ 
100G-1999 VPO 2.427 2.250 2.272 z. 143 2.314 2.404 2.565 2.656 2.805 2.615 2.597 2.749 2.666 2.682 2.771 2.794 2.551 2.581 
2000-3999 VPO 2.440 z.48o 2.513 2.577 2.56s 2.550 2.121 2.904 2.9~7 2.aas 2.q86 2.982 2.937 3.081 3.105 3.303 3.298 2.816 
4000 7999 VPD 2.529 2.534 2.547 2.545 2.552 2.696 2.854 2.988 2.981 3.005 3.047 3.096 3.238 3.325 3.339 3e444 3.625 3.016 
8000 OR MORE VPO 2.327 2.537 2.602 2.611 2.665 2.725 2.762 3.043 2.930 2.829 3.054 3.036 3.054 3.230 3.235 3.450 3~6B8 3e059 
All VOLUMES 2.462 2.496 2.517 2.546 2.556 2.628 2.777 2.916 2.9~3 2.934 2.985 3.028 3.076 3.193 2.183 3.35Q 3-~Bl 2.911 
Nill1BER OF VEHICLES COUNTED IN TENS -------·----
D-499 VPD 103 43 87 139 109 202 100 302 55 43 67 113 29 56 421 130 131 2129 
500-999 VPO 88 248 439 97 667 90 145 924 484 200 338 0 30? 758 1529 401 622 1331 
1000 1999 VPO 525' 584 2886 1425 3445 2363 2829 3128 1687 1540 2 513 3355 2379 2432 4622 3441 35 85 42740 
2000-3999 VPO 6553 12479 15333 13113 1~400 12774 17744 11765 15215 12036 15029 14416 13962 14118 13699 8286 I 8 9 Q 223____8_l_2_ 
4000-7999 VPO 4059 7626 11916 14058 11554 15965 18030 13499 16582 19277 15095 16462 14481 20574 21242 12517 13628 246563 
8000 OR MORE VPO 373 2'l58 4635 2756 10453 5027 5216 3004 7348 5184 2982 6733 4038 2724 3501 19?56 9R06 9'1R9'1 
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Figure 4. Axles Per Trucks vs ADT 
2 3 
Averag~_.}Jeight per Ax],_~. The relationship in Figure 5, showing average 
weight per axle as a function of traffic volume (ADT), represents 
statewide weighted means. These means were weighted by total trucks 
weighed for each weight group. These values were used in the analysis 
because no loadometer data was available at any bridge location in 
Kentucky. 
Knmoing the average vehicle weights, 1>11 (in pounds per vehicle); 
bridge length, BL (in miles), the average running speed, ARS 1 (miles 
per hour), and the critical hour volume, CHV1 (vehicles), the average 
total gross live load, TGL (in pounds), on the bridge during the critical 
hour can be found by 
CHVI = 0.1 (ADT) 
and 
TGL 
= L:flV1P1 (CHV1)_(BL_)\, 
All ~ ARS 1 J 
Table 9 shmos the approximate total live load on each highway bridge 
per year for the last several years. It is anticipated that this 
total-load-per-year trend is similar to the trend of the number of 
critical axle loads per year. 
Equivalent Wheel Load QCJYL2.· Tables 10 and 11 were included in this 
report to present general basic information on average Kentucky EHL's 
for each vehicle type and average E\>/1' s per 1000 vehicles and per 1000 
trucks. 
Other Axle-Distribution Rel_'!_tionshi~. Additional information included 
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Figure 5. Average Truck Axle Height vs ADT 
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Table 9. TOTAL LIVE LOADS (IN l1ILLION POUNDS) ON OHIO RIVER HIGHWAY BRIDGES 
BRIDGE NUMBER 
YEAR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
1938 2735 1758 14656 15108 1203 4456 1980 
1939 2818 5024 2354 14863 15108 1203 5931 2176 
1940 3674 4948 2601 15108 15407 1451 7445 2239 
1941 4102 4759 2601 15467 12314 17311 15407 1694 19873 14000 9824 2416 
1942 4535 4267 2601 15704 13430 17138 15407 1694 20647 14231 1221 11736 2489 
1943 4788 3654 2601 15948 13723 17027 15281 1694 20810 14231 1221 13397 2623 
1944 4894 3414 2719 16237 13898 16922 15407 1905 20944 14260 1221 12938 2890 
1945 4957 3375 2856 16490 41369 16815 16956 2266 21207 14317 1231 148801 3540 2476 
1946 6559 3337 4073 17344 41826 16665 18084 2890 22084 14374 1338 15195 5079 2986 
1947 8562 3385 8051 19098 15408 16556 19847 3739 23595 14859 1481 15649 6295 3489 
1948 10980 3436 1402 8963 23861 16478 16676 21977 4500 25448 15439 1743 16259 7205 4018 
1949 13684 3484 2012 9616 28012 18054 16510 23613 5177 28017 15886 2560 17288 7999 5087 
1950 15578 3636 2864 10279 34498 20062 16421 26129 5768 31085 16571 3250 18644 8662 6659 
1951 16852 3839 3839 10745 39906 21878 16573 29508 6179 35552 17548 4432 19777 9669 7593 
1952 17858 4339 4788 10706 46485 23722 16695 33987 6614 40647 18411 5074 20749 11724 8247 
1953 18597 4718 6405 11787 49727 26244 16779 37803 7012 45542 19281 6069 21607 13744 8695 
1954 19453 5054 8776 12228 51465 28351 17138 41379 7550 51492 20351 6881 22096 12432 9136 
1955 20233 5418 9185 12623 50084 30464 1731,2 45305 8276 57225 20987 7845 22961 10289 9516 
1956 20975 5700 9694 13217 50756 33040 17608 49043 8775 61748 20893 8674 23883 10754 9934 
1957 21655 5953 10191 13859 44447 35174 18062 52873 9407 67151 20641 9489 24899 749 11437 10246 
"' 1958 22466 6200 10649 14228 42175 36856 18508 53897 10065 70302 20081 10197 25976 799 12100 10632 "' 1959 23301 6445 10973 14921 40275 38665 18853 53782 10860 72161 19223 10858 27167 856 12727 10895 1960 24033 6688 11308 15559 38113 40312 19854 48536 11562 71285 17697 11576 28154 928 13390 11247 
1961 24652 6851 11619 16040 35858 39109 20818 45113 12269 58284 16158 12283 29592 992 14170 11502 
1962 25221 6985 8533 16686 33963 35859 22233 32929 12879 53449 14755 12872 30620 1083 14818 11796 
1963 25797 7030 11951 17245 32358 31285 23756 25004 65905 13425 25390 51600 14094 23322 13275 31821 1205 15316 11919 
1964 26170 7081 12065 17606 31268 30396 26516 20540 102555 14156 41907 50290 13190 22957 13292 32926 1442 14873 12130 
1965 26658 7065 12085 18205 30220 31737 30810 18692 109819 14804 56972 49787 12453 22267 13485 34201 1730 14388 12199 
1966 27021 7077 12085 18819 29213 29094 31985 17803 112474 15407 60347 49595 12093 22957 14275 35268 2184 14326 12299 
TOTALS 448808 143198 160424 355547 879408 665248 501571 839925 390752 204484 184616 1119497 426035 91504 175834 595260 11968 261750 192701 
Note: For a description of Bridge Sites, see Appendix 6 
Table 10. UNIT EQUIVALENT WHEEL LOADS BY VEHICLE TYPE 
FOR 1950-65 
VEHICLE TYPE 
Single Unit, 2-Axled, 4-Tired Trucks 
Single Unit, 2-Axled, 6-Tired Trucks 
Single Unit, 3-Axled Trucks 
Combination, 3-Axled Trucks 
Combination, 4-Axled Trucks 
Combination, 5-Axled Trucks 
Average--All Trucks 
Average--Trucks Except Single Unit, 




















Table 11. SUMMARY OF AVERAGE EQUIVALENT WHEEL LOADS BY TRAFFIC VOLUME GROUP 
FOR RURAL HIGHWAYS IN KENTUCKY FOR 1950-65 
TRAFFIC VOLUME ICY EWL's PER KY EWL 1 s PER AASHO EWL ' s PER AASHO EWL' s PER MODIFIED AASHO EWL's MODIFIED AASHO EWL
1 s 
GROUP 1000 VEHICLES 1000 TRUCKS 1000 VEHICLES 1000 TRUCKS PER 1000 VEHICLES* PER 1000 TRUCKS* 
0- 499 174.42 1969.65 12.28 138.64 12.41 140.17 
500- 999 654.62 5452.23 31.25 260.31 33.33 277.63 
1000-1999 1876,57 13100.04 69.28 483,61 83.02 579.52 
2000-3999 1582.74 9244.37 86.19 503.41 101,27 591.50 
4000-7999 1729.32 9162.77 101,05 535.41 118.36 627.12 
8000 OR MORE 2156.28 12187 0 75 106.28 600,70 133.29 753.36 
ALL VOLUMES 1724,43 9690.09 94.26 529.66 111.85 628,51 
*Modified AASBO EWL method assumes all axles as single and uses AASHO single-axle EWL factors. 
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1. The percent of total truck axles by weight group and traffic 
volume (Table 12), 
2. The percent axles in each axle-weight group by truck type 
(Table 13), and 
3. The percent axles by truck type and axle-weight group 
(Table 13). 
28 
Table 12, SUMMARY OF PERCENT OF TOTAL TRUCK AXLES RY AXLE-WEIGHT GROUP AND 
TRAFFIC VOLUME GROUP FOR RURAL HIGHWAYS IN KENTUCKY FOR 1950-65 
AXLE-WEIGHT GROUP (POUNDS) 
7000 9000 11000 13000 15000 17000 19000 21000 23000 25000 27000 29000 TOTAL 
TRAFFIC VOLUME UNDER TO TO TO TO TO TO TO TO TO TO TO TO AXLES 
GROUP 7000 8999 10999 12999 14999 16999 18999 20999 22999 24999 26999 28999 99999 WEIGHED 
0- 499 74.12 9.38 5.31 4.33 2.89 1.38 1.38 1.22 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.00 979 
N 500- 999 56.71 11.20 5.43 4.92 5.01 3.31 1.89 1.59 0.60 0.16 0.18 0.00 o.oo 3056 
..!) 1000-1999 54.90 12.78 5.67 5.26 5.40 5.96 5.17 2.91 1.10 0.59 0.17 0.02 0.05 10118 
2000-1399 48.46 13.18 7.03 6.54 7.99 8.67 6.16 1.56 0.29 0.07 0.03 0.01 0.01 146809 
4000-7999 44.09 14.20 8.32 7.35 9.18 8.97 6.47 1.21 0.14 0.04 0.02 0.01 o.oo 228020 
8000 OR MORE 37.75 17.36 9.58 7.64 9.39 10.22 5.95 1.57 0.33 0.13 0.04 0.04 0.01 77233 
ALL VOLUMES 44.86 14.34 8.04 7.07 B. 72 8.96 6.22 1.42 0.24 0.08 0.03 0.01 0.01 466215 
w 
0 
Tabl.e 1.3. SUMMARY OF PERCENT OF TRUCK AXLES BY TRUCK TYPE AND AXLE-WEIGHT GROUP 





AXLE-WEIGHT GROUP (POUNDS) 
9000 11000 13000 15000 17000 
TO TO TO TO TO 

















Single Unit, 2-Axled, 4-Tired Trucks 23.5679 0.0936 0.0324 0,0072 0.0062 0.0129 0.0095 0.0456 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 
Single Unit, 2-Axled, 6-Tired Trucks 34.5928 14.0557 14.2246 12.9679 9.9826 8.4850 10.6540 19.6624 17.3252 23.2323 22.2222 41.1765 75.0000 
Single unit, 3-Axled Trucks 3.5792 2,6553 2.5026 2.6902 2.9020 3.4650 2.6730 4.0146 15.8055 30.3030 27.7778 17.6470 0.0000 
Combination, 3-Axled Trucks 16.0322 18,9506 14.3154 19.6177 21.2293 23,0675 30.6351 17.9288 10.9422 9,0909 5.5556 0.0000 0.0000 
Combination, 4-Ax1ed Trucks 17.7358 48,0282 45.7080 43.8009 44.2521 44.7348 46.8152 44.8905 31.6109 30.3030 36.1111 35.2941 25.0000 
Combination, 5-Axled Trucks 4.4921 16.2166 23.2171 20.9160 21.6278 20,2349 9.2133 13.4580 24.3161 7.0707 8.3333 5,8824 0,0000 
PERCENT AXLES BY TRUCK TYPE AND AXLE-WEIGHT GROUP 
Single Unit~ 2-Axled~ 4-Tired Trucks 12.6553 0.0115 0.0023 0.0005 0.0005 0.0009 0,0005 0.0005 o.oooo o.oooo 0,0000 0.0000 o.oooo 
Single Unit~ 2-Axledg 6-Tired Trucks 18.5754 1.7243 1.0080 0.8261 0.7365 0.6042 0.5164 0,1980 0.0262 0,0106 0.0037 0.0032 0,0028 
Single Uni.t • 3-Axled Trucks 1. 9219 0.3258 0.1774 0.1714 0.2141 0.2467 0,1296 0.0404 0.0239 0.0138 0.0046 0.0014 o.oooo 
Combination, 3-Axl.ed Trucks 8.6089 2.3249 1.0145 1.2497 1.5663 1.6426 1.4850 0.1806 0.0165 0.0041 0,0009 o.oooo 0.0000 
Combination, 4-Axled Trucks 9.5236 5.8921 3.2392 2.7903 3.2649 3.1854 2.2693 0.4521 0.0478 0.0138 0,0060 0.0028 0,0009 
Combination,. 5-Axled. Trucks 2.4122 1.9895 1.6453 1.3324 1.5957 1.4409 0.4466 0.1355 0.0368 0.0032 0.0014 0.0005 0.0000 
Part II 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE BRIDGE 
LOADING STUDIES 
Requirements. Two types of data--loadometer and classification data--
are needed to make an accurate analysis of vehicle loadings on highway 
bridges. These data must be taken at each particular bridge location 
to truly represent the particular physical high1~ay conditions and the 
distincitive traffic characteristics. 
Although loadometer surveys are impractical on the highway bridge 
proper, a pull-off area near the bridge approach would facilitate weighing. 
Information, in addition to that now found by loadometer surveys, should 
include 
1. Axle spacings, 
2. Vehicle length, and 
3. Time of day. 
Classification counts, however, can be taken on the bridge proper. 
Every effort should be made to take the counts in such a way that it 
does not affect the natural flow of traffic on the bridge. This is 
vital when counts are taken on multilane bridges. Supplemental infor-
mation which should be obtained in addition to that presently taken in 
classification counts on bridges are 
1. Time of day, 
2. Vehicle gaps (by time-lapse photography), 
3. Lane distribution, 
4. Directional distribution, and 
5. Longitudinal distribution of traffic by vehicle type 
(by time-lapse photography). 
The "time of day" is necessary when ascertaining critical peak-
hour flows. The relative percentages of each vehicle type also vary 
throughout the day. The remaining four types of supplemental information 
are important in calculating the actual probabilities of certain 
instantaneous loading conditions. These are needed since the occurrence 
of an axle, by vehicle type, is not random as is necessarilly assumed 
in the calculations presented in this report, 
It should be emphasized that, with such supplemental information 
as mentioned above, an optimum solution can be developed. Even if this 
additional information is acquired, the increase in accuracy may not 
be sufficient to offset the increased amount of time and money required 
by the relatively purer method of analysis. It is recommended that 
a study be made to determine the relative significance of these additional 
data. 
Critical Axle Load. The AASHO definition of "critical axle load" is 
unclear. Is the choice of critical axle load based on vehicle type 
or the weight of the axle? If it pertains to the vehicle type, does 
it consider all axles of that vehicle type as critical? Is the critical 
vehicle type a combination five-axled vehicle, a six-axled vehicle, 
or is it the vehicle type that has the highest average weight per axle 
or highest average weight per unit vehicle length? If the critical 
axle load pertains to axle weight group, what is the critical axle weight 
group? These questions must be quantitized before the analysis can 
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be completed. It is recommended that the criteria for defining the 
"critical axle load" be based on axle-weight group. 
For the evaluation of critical instantaneous axle loads, it is 
recommended that the analysis consider the bridge operating near capacity 
with consecutive and adjacent five-axled combination trucks (Figure 
ld) overloaded by twenty percent--at a negligable gap distance between 
these vehicles. 
Although no six-axled vehicles have been observed from classification 
counts on bridges to date, twenty-six of these vehicles have been observed 
statewide, Since the number of this type of vehicle type is increasing, 
the trend of its occurrence should be closely watched in the future. 
This point is emphasized when the frequency of the five-axled vehicle with 
respect to time is considered (Table 3). 
There are several assumptions in the present methods of design 
which deserve further study to ascertain their influence upon the accuracy 
of the analysis: 
3 
1. Thirty-foot gap lengths in truck trains The design for 
instantaneous axle loads should be made at the critical level 
of traffic service. This level of service at most bridges 
in Kentucky would be near capacity. The vehicle gaps near 
capacity are very small. This point is especially critical 
when considering the effects of a traffic accident or some 
other situation which often reduces the level of service to 
a stop and go condition. Although these bottlenecks may be 
temporary, the design under consideration is instantaneous. 
3AASHO Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges, Appendix B, American 
Association of State Highway Officials, 1961. 
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4 2. The reduction in load intensity for multilane facilities , 
Since the level of service may be as low as a stop and go 
condition, it is probable that all lanes will be loaded, This 
means that for this condition, no reduction should be allowed 
when considering a design for the maximum instantaneous loading 
condition. 
3. Exclusion of the possibility of an overloaded vehicle 
5 
Studies6 have shown that as much as twenty percent of the 
commercial vehicles are overloaded. 
Designation of Vehicle-Gap Probabilities, The actual vehicle-gap probabil-
ity, PG' can be determined by finding the actual distribution of gap 
lengths for each bridge, A plot of the frequency of each gap length 
as a function of the value of the gap length would be similar to that 
shown in Figure 6. The crosshatched area sho><n in Figure 6 represents 
the probability Pc· The development of this gap distribution might 
be facilitated by the use of time-lapse photography at the point on 
the bridge where the traffic level of service is lowest, 
Fallacies of Statistical Assumptions. Major fallacies appearing in 
the previous discussion and which warrant further consideration 
include: 
1. The axle loads, and their spacings, passing a point are random 
with respect to time and with respect to each other. 
;rbid, P• 15 
Ibid, PP• 11 and 13 
6"Truck Weight and Vehicle Classification Study", Division of Planning, 







Gap Distance (Seconds) 
Figure 6. Gap Distance Distribution 
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2. The longitudinal spacing and classification of vehicles 
are random. 
Consider a five-axled combination vehicle loaded such that the 
fourth axle (from the front) is a critical load. From our previous 
analysis, we would estimate that the probability of the fifth axle being 
critic·al is very small. The actual probability of the fifth axle load 
being critical is very close to one. The probability that the axle 
load following the fifth axle of a five-axled vehicle is critical is 
zero since no vehicle type has a front axle that is loaded near the 
critical value. These examples indicate that the previous axle and 
previous vehicle designations are necessary to ascertain the exact 
probabilities. 
The second fallacy of the analysis occurs when assu~ing that the 
occurrence of a certain vehicle type at a particular point is random. 
The lower average running speeds of vehicles containing the heavier 
axles results in a "platooning" effect, This effect results from the 
faster vehicles passing the slower vehicles, whereas the lower horsepower-
to-weight ratio limits the capability of the heavier vehicles to pass 
each other, The common practice of commercial vehi,cles "running in 
pairs" further disclaims the original assumption. This point is especially 
critical in areas where army convoys are common. The above comments 
are also applicable when considering the assumed random spacing of vehicles. 
Spot speeds and the total percent trucks greatly influence average vehicle 
spacings and gap lengths. 
The question then arises concerning what conditions should be assumed 
for the analysis. The desired probabilities cannot be designated from 
existing counts. Continuous longitudinal vehicle classification counts 
36 
and gap length measurements must be taken and analyzed statistically. 
Critical loading configurations must be adopted to facilitate realistic 
sampling techniques. 
The previous discussion on fallacies in the assumptions was 
concerned with instantaneous loading configurations. It is anticipated 
that these errors will be minimal when considering a fatigue analysis 
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13000-1499S o.r 0 .. 0000233 O. CCOCC26 0.0018939 o. 0003401 o.oD25650 0.0036624 0 .. 00:)2244 o. 0087117 
1?V00 16999 c.(· C.OC01397 0. CGOOG53 0 .. 0015536 0.0003919 0.0026899 O.O(l35732 c.ooo2026 0.0085563 
17000-18999 o.c 0.0000699 0.0000026 o.oouzac O.CC02058 0.0024318 o. 0025455 c. 0000628 0 .. 0066464 
l~CCC 20999 o.c o.o O.COOCG26 o. 0005C SZ 0.0000642 0.0002957 0.0005071 0.0000191 0.001'3979 
21000-22999 c.c :J.O o.c O.OC00674 0.0000319 c.oaoon1 0.000053(: o.ooooosz o.oool912 
23000-24999 O.l o.o o.r- O.O(l')C272 C. CGGC2l 9 f).QOC0068 o.orool72 O.'J000005 0.0000735 
25GOC 26S9S c.c o.o O.Q O.tWOQC,95 0.0000073 0.0000015 0.0000067 O~OC00002 o.oooozsz 
·---~---------no a o-- 2 8•r9 9 o.o t'~Ct o.o o.orJoos3 O.OOCD022 a. c 0.0000031 c.oooooo1 -Q,.0000l36 
>2SCOC G • C .:) .o o.o c.coocrn o.o o.o 0.0000010 o.o o .. cooocs1 
------
- - ---- ----... ··-- .. --------- ------ ------ -----~-
p f (I} 0.7S42737 0.0004657 Q.C-721376 0.0623101 0.0051955 0.0296314 o.C344261 o. 0015524 0 ... 9999999 
Ptll ~PROBAOILITY THAT A VEHICLE PASS!~( A POINT IS OF VEHICLE TYPE pa (I) PROBABILITY THAT AN AXLE PASSING ~ POINT IS OF VEHIClt TYPE I P{JJ ~PROBABILITY THAT AN AXLE PASSING A POINT IS IN ~EIGHT GROUP J 
P (I' JJ PROBABILITY THAT AN AXLE PASSI~G A PCINT IS OF VEHICLE TYPE I AND WEIGHT GROUP J 
BRIDGE 5 
SINGLE UNIT SINGU: UN IT 
AXLE TWO-AX LED TWO- ..... XLED SINGLE UNIT 
)liE!GHT GROUP FOUR-TIRED SIX TIRED THREE AXLED 
( PCUNDSJ CARS BUSES TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS 
p ll) C.911Cl99 Cc0Gl41GO 0.0497500 0.0293(.00 O.OC198f':O 
p {I ,J) <7000 
7ooo- sggg 0.9051366 o.oocozso 0.0493642 0.0223121 0.0017338 
o.c 0.0002101 O.OGOC44E o. OG2C1lZ O.OC02938 
9000-10999 c.o 0.0004L03 o~coooosg 0~0012108 0.0001600 
11000-12999 o.c O.OCGC420 O.OOOC018 0.0009923 C.OCC1546 
13000-14999 o.o CaCCOG7CC o. 0000018 O.I'JGOE847 0.0001932 
15000-16999 o.c 0.0004203 0.0000036 OaOOQ7257 0.0002226 
17000-18999 0 .o 0.0002101 O.OOOOC18 c.oon620:! o. CCCllf>S 
190C0-2CS99 o.c o.o O.OOOCC1.8 0.0002379 o.oooo365 
21000-22<;199 o.o o.o 0 .o 0.0000315 o.oooo216 
23000-24999 o.o o.o o. 0 c.oooc127 f:.OC00124 
25000-26999 c.c e-.o o.o 0 oOOJCC,44 0.0000041 
27000-28999 o.c o.o o.o o.ooooc,3<; c.ccooo12 
>29000 o.o o .. o o.o O.OOOCC'33 o.o 
p ' ( i_J 0.9051366 O.OC14009 C.G494286 o.oz91H'B C.0029507 
--------------~p~(~lrlf.-=PROBABILITY THAT A VEHICLE PASSI~G A PUINT IS OF VEriCLE TYPE 
P 1 (1) PROBABILITY THAT AN AXLE PASSING A POINT IS OF VEHICLE TYPE I 
P(J) =PROBABILITY THAT AN AXLE PASSING A POINT IS IN hEIGHT GROLP J 
COMBINATION COMBINATION 









o. 0003364 0.000471')2 











TRUCKS p {J l 
04 OCIJ6100 
o.ooo3311 0 .. 9828290 





0.0000613 o .. oo 18170 
0 .. 0000186 c.ooo4293 
c.ooooo5o 0 .. 0000717 
0.0000004 0.0000297 





SINGLE UNIT SINGLE Ut..lT 
AXLE TWO-AXLEIJ TWO-AXLEO SINGLE UNIT COMBINATION COt-!BINATION COMBII\'ATION 
WEIGHT GROUP FOUR-TIRED SIX-TIRED THREE AXLED THREE-AXLEO FOUR-AXl ED F IVE-A:XLED J IPCUNDSI CARS BUSES TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS Tf!UCKS TRUCKS P(J) 0.8712399 0.0315C00 o-.04Z73oo ()"-:Ll282700 b.Ol38000 O.C034€CC 0.0079200 0,.0010500 ~IJ 
m,J) <7000 
70oo- 8999 0.8557301 0.0006188 - (.f~0419145 0.0212820 0.0119464 o.ooz4394 0.0048?.82 o.ooos&33 0.93-93225 
c.c O.OC464CS o.oooo3ac o. 001 f.i756 o .. oozoz43 0.0006588 o .. oozga7I o .. ooo4646 0.0127893 
9000-10999 c.o o.oogzata o.ooooo76 o.oous49 0 .co 11024 o.oooza7s 0.0016422 o.ooo3a4z 0.0138606 
11000-12999 o.a O.COOS282 o.coocots o.ooog46S c. 0010653 0.0003541 0 .. 0014146 0 .. 0003112 0 .. 0050213 
130CG--14S99 o.o o.001547C o. 0000015 0.0008438 0,.0013309 0.0004438 0.0016552 0 .. 0003727 0.0061949 
15000-16999 o.c 0.0092818 o.ooooo31 o .. ooo6922 0 .. 0015336 0 .. 0004654 0 .. 0016149 a .. ooo3365 0.0139275 
17000-18999 o.c O.OC4640S o. ocoee 15 a .. ooos917 o .. ocoso54 0 .. 0004208 o .. oousos 0 .. 00010'43 0.0077150 
l90C0-20999 o.c o.o o.coooo1s 0,.0012269 0.0002513 0.0000512 o.ooozzq2 o .. oooo317 0 .. 0007917 
21000-22999 o.o o.o 0 .o o.oooo3oc o .. oool485 o.coooo47 o .. ooooz4z o.oooooa6 o .. ooozt&o 
23CCC-249'19 o.c c.o o.o c .. oooot21 o .. occoas7 o.oooootz o .. ooooo7a o.ooooooa 0 .. 0001075 
25COC-26999 a .. c o.o o.o 0.0000042 o.oooo2s6 c.ccoooo3 o .. ooooo3o o .. oooooc3 o.oooo364 
27000 28999 o.o o.o o.o C.:COOQ_C37 c. ceo co 86 o.o o .. ooooo14 0.0000001 o.oooot38 
>29000 o.c c. 0 o.o 0.0000032 o.o· o.o o .. 0000005 o.o o .. 0000036 
pI (I) 0.8557301 0.0309392 0.0419693 o .. C2776t:8 C.02C3308 o.co51211 0 .. 0155588 0.0025783 0 .. 9999982 
P( I J 
BRIDGE 7 
SINGLE UI'\IT SINGLE UI\IT 
AXLE TWO-AXLE 0 TWO-AXLED SINGLE UNIT COMBINATION CO~Bft>;ATIDN CCMB !NATION 
WEIGHT GROUP FOUR TIRED SIX TIRED THR EE-AXL !:0 THREE AXLED FOUR-AXLED FIVE AXLED 
t POUNDS) CARS BUSES TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUf.KS p {j) 
pff) 0.?875599 0.0037200 0.0847'-lOO " ,.,,..,.,t:::">rr c 0 t'r--,,...,..,..,,... r. ,.....,,,..._,..,,.,,.., " ,..., "' .,,.,,., " ,.,,.,..,, --,,...,., 
PI I ,JJ <?CCC 
7000 8999 0.7665417 C.OOOC724 O.C824194 0.0623134 o.OC171~7 O.Cl8123C 0.0061196 0.0011537 0 .. 9384587 
·----o.o 0.0005431 C.COC0748 ('-.0057845 0.0002907 0.0048942 0.0037861 'I 0.0009515 0~0163249 
9000 10999 o.c 0. 0010862 0.0000149 0 .00338·16 C.OG015E3 0.0021357 C.0020814 C.0007869 Oo0096451 
11000-1299':0 o.c O.OCClC86 o.ccooc3c c. C027 rl3 C.OC0153C 0.0026309 0~0017930 0~0006373 0~0080<;170 
13000 14999 o.o O~OCC:l810 0$0000030 Oo0024707 Oo00019ll 0.0032973 0~0020979 C.0007632 0.0090043 
15000-1699'3 o.o o~oolOB62 0.000006C o.OC20268 C~CCC2203 0-0034579 0.0020469 c.ooo689l 0.0095332 
l 7COO-l8S99 o.c C.000543l O.COOOC3C O.CC17324 C.OC01157 0.0031261 0.0014582 o~ooozl36 Oo0071920 
19000 20999 c.o 0.0 O~OOOOC30 0.0006643 0.0000361 O.OC03801 0.0002905 C.OOJ0648 0.0014388 
21000 2299'1 0~0 o.o o.o C.OOCCE7S c.cooozl3 O.CrJ00348 O.ClOIJ0307 0.0000176 0.,0001923 
230C0-24999 C~C o.c o.o o.oooo3s4 0. (")00 123 c.oooooa1 o.ooooogs 0~0000015 c.oooo679 
25000 26999 o.o o.o 0 .o 0$000Cl24 D.DC00041 C. COCOClS 0~ 0000038 O~C000007 0.0000229 
27CCC 28999 o.o o.o o.o G .. C0':101C8 0-$0000012 o.o 0.0000018 OGOOOOOOZ 0 .. 0000140 
)29000 c. c o.o o.o O.OG'.JOC93 o.o o.o 0.,0000006 o.o [i., 0000099 
pI 'J} c.7665417 0 .00362C7 C.Ctl252t7 c. (813('(6 L.o0029l98 0.03809C6 0.0197203 0.0052802 009999'10"1 
PIIJ =PROBASillTY THAT A VEHICLE PASSING A POINT IS CF VEHICLE TYPE 1 
---------iP"'i-l~li-1.--'::-p:,pii-oifsrrAifB (LI TY THAT AN AXlE P A$ S 1 N G A. p C 1 NT IS OF v·'EiHCil~C'fl'iEC"'iT"Y;ipCiEc_;l;-c'---------------­
P(JI ~PROBABILITY THAT AN AXLE PASSI~G A PGINT IS I~ WEIG~T GROUP J 





SINGLE UNIT SINGLE UNIT 
AXLE TWO-AXLED TWO-AX LED SINGLE Uf\IT 
WEIGHT GROUP FOUR-TIRED SIX-TIRED THREE-AXLED 
t POUNDS J CARS BUSES TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS 
n or:; 1 ""7no " """'""''"'" .uo " "''-",..,'-"'" .o 400 fL ()tdl?t"nl" () ,,....,,,..,,., • CC24 
<7000 
7000- 8999 0.8173144 0 .. 000 !C98 0.0450C3C 0.0354950 0.0020307 
o.o 0.0008237 O.OOCC408 0.0032922 o.ooo3441 
9000-10999 o.c 0.0016473 0.0000082 0 .. 0019246 O.COC1874 
ll00C-12S99 o.c o.ooo 1647 o.coocc16 0 .. 0015773 o.oootalt 
13000-14999 c.o o. 0002746 0,.0000016 0.0014062 0.0002262 
1500C-16S99 o.c 0.0016473 0.0000033 0,.0011535 o.ocoz6o7 
17000 18999 0.0 O.OCC8237 o.coooo1o 0.,0009860 0.0001369 
19000-20':>99 o.o o.o 0.0000016 0.0003781 0.0000427 
21000-2299t; o.o o.o o. 0 o.ouccsoo c.0000252 
23000 24999 o.o o.o o.o 0.0000202 0 .. 0000146 
25000-26(]99 o.o o.o o.o o.ooocc7c O.OC00049 
27000-28999 o. c, c.o o.o o .. coooc62 C.OC00015 
>29000 o.c c.o o.o 0.0000053 o.o 
0.8173144 0.0054911 c.04506Ie C.C462715 0.0034558 
P(IJ :PKOBABILITY THAT A VEHICLE PASSING A POINT IS OF VEHICLE TYPE 
P 1 (1l =PROBABILITY THAT AN AXLE PASSING A POINT IS OF VEHIClE TYPE I 
P{J) =FROBABlllTY THAT AN AXLE PASSING A POINT IS IN ~EIGHT GROUP J 
COMBINATION COMB IN AT ION 
THREE-AXLED FOUR AXLED 
TRUCKS TRUCKS 
n n • ul2970C " ,....,,., . .., .. ,.. 0 
0.0088~61 0,.0173567 
0.0023997 0.0107383 
o .. 0010412 c.oa.19D34 




O.OOC18~4 o .. 0008239 
o.ooool71 o.oooos11 





Pfi,JI=PROBABiliTY THAT AN AXLE PASSING A POINT IS OF VEHICLE TYPE I AND WEIGHT GROUP J 
COMBINATION 
FIVE- AXLED 
TRUCKS PIJJ ,. .... ,.. ...... .,. .... 
o.oono4z 0 .. 9278697 
o.oot4056 0 .. 0190444 
0.0011624 0 .. 0118805 
0 .. 0009414 0 .. 0092413 
o .. 0011274 0.0106030' 
0 .. 0010180 0.0115837 
0.0003155 0.0079322 
0 .. 0000958 0 .. 0015285 
0.0000260 0.0002054 
o.cooooz3 0 .. 0000692 
0 .. 0000010 0,..0000247 
o .. oooooo3 0 .. 0000130 
o.o o .. ooooo7o 





SINGLE UNIT SINGLE UNIT 
AXLE TWO-AXLED HW-AXLED S[NGLE UNIT 
WEIGHT GRGUP FOUR-TIRED SIX TIRED THREE-AX LEO 
4 POUNDS J CARS BUSE? ~L......;: TRUCKS;:-- TRUCK~ TRUCKS 
' 0.9028080 O.Ol05CCC O.C39CCCC O.C30CCC'C O.OC190Cu 
<7000 
1000- 8999 --0.8893268 o.c<;OZCt:Sl O.C38367B c.02zc:,os c.oot6496 
c.c 0.0015515 0.0000348 O.OG21C•26 O.I')0027S5 
9000-10991:1 0-0 0.0031030 c .ccocc 7C O.OC122S2 O. CCC1522 
11000-12'399 o.o C.0003I03 Oo..COCOC14 0.0010073 O.OC01471 
13000-14999 o.o 0.0005172 o .. ooooo14 0.0008981 0.0001838 
15000-16S99 0 .o D.003103C o.ccoocz8 a. coon6 1 0.0002118 
17000-18999 o.o 0 .. 0015515 o.ooooo14 0" 0006297 0.0001112 
19000-20999 o.o o.o 0.0000014 0.0002415 o .. ooco347 
2100Q-22<39':i o.o o.o o.o O.OOOC31S c .. ccoo205 
23000-24999 c.c o.o o.o o.Of"I00129 0 .. 0000118 
25000-26S99 o.o o.o o.o C.000C045 o .. cccoo3s 
27000 28999 o.o o.o o. 0 0.0000(..39 0.0000012 
>2900('1 o.o o.o 0 .o 0.0800034 o.o 
Oe8893ZC8 O.Cl034~2 c.c384179 o. 0295524 0.0028074 
Pill =PROBABILITY THAT.A VEHICLE PASSI~G A POINT IS CF VEHICLE TYPE 
P1 (l) =PROBABILITY THAT AN AXLE PASSING A POINT IS OF VEHICLE TYPE I 
P(J) =PROBABiliTY THAT AN AXLE PASSING A PCINT IS IN WEIG~T GROUP J 
COMB I NAT ION CO~BINATTON 










C.CC00885 o. 000 20 32 
0 0 0000081 0.0000215 
c.ooooo2C c.ooooo69 
o .. cccooos o.oooooz1 
0 .o O.OOOIJ012 
o.c o.oooooo4 
0.0088657 ').0137917 
P(lJJJ=PROBABILITY THAT AN AXLE PASSING A POINT IS OF VEHICLE TYPE I AND WEIGHT GROUP J 
COMBINATION 
FIVE-AX LED 
TRUCK<; PI Jl 
0.0028!)00 
0.0015066 0 .. 9622061 
C.OC12426 0 .. 0089981 
0.0010277 o.oo?471B 
0.0008322 0.0041647 
a .. coo9967 o .. oo4a31s 
0.00,')9000 0.0071906 
0 .. 0002789 0 .. 0043202 
C .. IJOD0847 0~0006539 
0.0000230 0~0001050 






SINGLE UNIT SINGLE UNIT 
AXLE TWD-AXLE:D TWO-AXLE D S I'NGtE UNIT COMBINATION COMBINATION COMOit\JATION 
WEIGHT GROUP FOUR TIRED SIX TIRED THREE-AXL EO THREE-AXLED FOUR-AXLED F IVE-AXLEO 
I I POUNDS) CARS BUSES TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRlJCK" TRliCK'\ T Rllr:K <;; P(Jl P(I) '...I.El'::SSSS 0 G.OlS::cc,~ O.D81CC':::C ~l51CCCC A O. OC5100v 0.0160000 d~-0 140000 "fL0018000 
PI I r J I <7000 
?coo- asss c.7939t4t G.CC03Cl8 c. ('1787483 0.0380523 0.0043758 Q.IJllll60 0 .0084.-?89 0 .. 0009571 0 .. 9359747 
O.G -').0022633 0 .1)()']0714 0.0035324 0 .. 0007415 o. C030Cl9 0.0052334 C,.0007894 Oo0l56333 
sccc 10999 o.c O.C04526t. o .. cr::oci43 O,.S02CC5C' c.r:-co403B 0.0']13099 o.cozanr 0$1)006529 o .. 0118496 
11000-12999 r::.c C.COIJ4527 :L CCCOG28 0._0016923 0.0003902 0.0016137 0.0024783 c~ooosza7 Oo 00 71587 
13000-14999 C. C• :j .0007?44 0.0000028 C.0015C88 C.OOC487'5 o.oazoz24 C.CC28999 C~0006332 0.0083090 
15000 16999 o.c C.C•C45266 Q.CCCCC58 O.CC12377 C. COG5617 0.0021209 0.0028293 'Jo00057l7 0 .. 0118538 
17000 18999 o. c. 0.0022633 .o. 0000028 0.0010579 0.0002950 0.0019174 0.0020156 c. 0001772 Oo0077293 
l':lCC0-20999 o.c o.o O.OCC'OG25 C.C004C5! c. CCGC921 o.OC02331 O.OOJ4016 o.ooaos3s 0 .. 0011890 
21000-22999 C. C• c.c o. 0 O.ODOC537 C.OOG0544 0 ... 0000214 0.0000424 O.OO'J0146 0 .. 0001864 
23000-24999 o.o !J.C o.o c.oc·J0216 Co0000314 c~cococs4 Co00Q0136 Oe0010013 0 .. 0000733 
----~ooc-2tsss J.C 0.0 o.o C~CO')CC75 o.ococncs o.ooooo12 0.0000053 OoOO<JQ005 Oo0000251 
27000-28999 c.c 0 0 (· o.c G.,OOOOC•66 O.C000031 o.o Oe00000Z5 O.CC'J0002 0 .. 0000124 
>2sCOc o.c 0 .c Q .o O.COOCC57 c.c o.o c.occoooa c .. o o~ooooo6s 
fH{l) C.7S"39t46 O.Cl5CE8~ C. C7885C9 O.t496472 0.0074468 0.0233633 0.0272586 0 .. 0043806 O. 9S9999~·~! 
Ptl} 7PR"UBABILITY THAT A VEHICLE rASSII\G A POINT IS OF VE~ICLE TYPE 
P'1TI~·pRUbABILITY THAT AN AXLE PASSING A POIJ'11T IS OF VEHICLE TYPE I 
PIJJ ..:·.PRO~ABILITY THA.T AN AXLE PASS lNG A POINT IS IN WEIGHT GROUP J 
PTf';"JJ=~lJBABlUTY THAT AN AXLE PASSING A PC INT IS OF VEHICLE~-TYPEI AND WEIGHT GROUP J 
BRIDGE II 
SINGLE IJNI T SINGLE UNlT 
AXLE TWO-AXlE 0 TWO-AXLEO SINGLE UNIT COMBINATION CD/JBINATION CCMI::llNATION 
~-------
WEIGHT GROUP . FOUR TI REO SIX-TIRED THREE-AXLEC THREE AXLED FOUR-AXLEC FIVE AXLED 
CPOUNOSJ CARS ;;-'--, BUSES TRUCKS TRUCKS TRLCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS rqucKs P! J) 
a. sozscoo C.ClC5CCC O.C39CGCC 0.0300COO O.CG1900C 0.0060000 0.0070000 0.0028000 PC11 
P( J,J I <7000 
7000- 8999 
(.8893268 C.C002C69 0.0383678 0.0226505 0.0016496 0.0042182 0.0042799 O.C015066 0.9622061 
-------9000-10999 o.o 0.0015515 0 .C,OCC348 r. 0021C26 C.OCG27S5 O. 00113Sl 0.0026479 0.0012426 0.0089981 
11000-12999 o.c C.OC3103C C.OOOOC7G 0. CCl2292 0.0001522 o.ooo4971 0.0014557 0.0010277 0.0074718 
13000-14g99 c.o 0.0003103 O.OOC0014 G.001C073 0.0001471 0.0006123 0.0012539 C.0008322 0.0041647 
15000-16999 0 .c C.0CC'5172 o.ccocol4 O~OOCE<;Sl O.OC01838 C.CCC7675 0.0014672 0.')009967 0.0048318 
17000-18";199 o.o C.C031C3C C.C0COC28 o.ooo7367 0.0002118 0.0008048 o.oo143I5- 0.0009000 O.OC71906 
19000-20999 o.o 0.0015515 C • C'OCOO !'4 O.CCC6297 C.GC01112 O.OCC7276 0 .. 0010lg8 0.000278? O.G043202 
21000-22999 o.o o.o G.OOOOC14 o. C002415 O.OC'00347 O.OOOC885 0.0002032 ').,0000847 0.0006539 
2300C-24t;;99 o.o o.o o.c n.oooc319 c, .oooo2o5 0.0000081 0.0000215 C. CC00231l o.ooo10so 
25000-26999 o.o 0 .o o.o O.OG0012S O.OCOG118 o.ooooozo o.ooooo69 0.0000020 o.oooo356 
27000-28999 o.c o.o c.o o. 8C:0CC45 C.CC00039 o.oooooos O.C·000027 o.oooooo9 0.0000124 
>29000 c.c o.o o.o 0 .f)f;('-0039 o.oc·ooo12 o.c C. !JOOOC 12 c.ocococ3 o.oooooo6 
O.l 0 .o o.o C.OC'0Cr34 c. c o. c 0.0000004 o.o o.ooooo3s 
PI I[) 0.8E932b8 0.010343~ 0.0384179 C.0295524 O.JC28074 0.0088657 O.Ol379L7 0.0068955 0.9999984 
P(lJ :PROBABILITY THAT A VEHICLE PASSING A POINT IS OF V~HICLE TYPE 
P 1 (l) -PROBABILITY THAT AN AXLE PASSI~G A PCINT IS OF VEH-fCl.t: TYPE 
P(JJ ;PROBABILITY THAT AN AXLE PASSING A POI~T IS Ih ~EIGHT GROUP J 
PII,J)-FROBABILITY THAT AN AXLE PASSING A POINT IS OF VEHICLE TYPE I AND ~fiGHT GROUP J 
BRIDGE 12 
SlNGLE UNIT SINGLE UNIT 
AXLE 
-~·-~-- ~-
TWO-AXLEO TWO-AX LED SINGLE l,!~JT COI'BINATION CO~[Nj'ITION COMB INATIOf:L 
~-~---WEiGHT GROUP FGUR TIRED SIX TIRED THREE AXL EO THREE AXLED FUUR-AXLCD FIVE-AXLED 
{POUNDS) CARS BUSES TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS CJ_J I 
p"t l) CoE-C5560C ' .1.CU.17~CC 0 ..• C7657CC c.osoogoo -C· .OC 3240;_,· --0 .IJ2906'~'\.J 0.0234900 .......... ~~'"" c. 2 
p !I fJ) <7CCC 
7000- 8999 o. 771211·::1 G. CCC1675 0,0732121 0.0367561 --0 ~00273-40 O~Cl9856C o~-o ugsa4 C,C016944 0~9196184 
---------0. c 0.00125t6 OsC.000664 c-.0034121 C. CU'4633 C.CG53622 0.0086358 0.0013975 0,0205938 
9COO-fQg9-9 'J. '' [',((.2'::132 CoOCCCl33 o~c.cl9947 0.0002523 0.0023399 0.0047476 0.0011557 0,0130166 
llGOO 1299'> c 0 { G.OC1025l3 O.OCOJ':126 :).0016347 o~oooz438 O.OC28E24 o.OC40896 c.ooog360 0 .. 0100404 
------l3000-l499'i-- ~- .J.r:'OC412S C'.OC:CCC26 0.0014574 o.coo3046 0.0036126 0.0047853 0 ~0011209 O~OH7C22 
15000 16··~;9"9 c.c U.OC'25132 O.OCCCC54 O.Cc-11955 G .OOf\3510 0.0037885 0.0046688 0.0010121 0.0135344 
l?OCC 1BS99 G.C G.OC12566 o .r-r.ooc,z6 G.001G21S O.OCCl843 o. 0034250 c. 0033260 0.0003137 0.0095301 
l9000-21f9"99 c.c_ 0.0 O.COOG026 C.:JOC3S18 C.CG00575 0.0004165 o.ooc&&26 0 .. 0000952 0 .. 0016263 
2100o-zz(J9C; s. ( (~ 0 0 ~ .o (l.llGOn518 0.000034( O.COCC38l o.occo?IJO C.IJ00025E o~ooo2198 
Z30oC 24999 :J .c c~.o o.o o.occnzcs C.CCCOlS6 CQCCOCC96 o.ocoozz4 O~OOOO'J23 0&0000748 
-·-··-··---- zsooa-z6'f9-9 ~-- C'.O c.c 0. :)000( 73 0.0000065 0~0000021 o.oooooas 0.0000010 C.,0000257 
2TIJis-c:.2·a•;-s s 0. ( 0 .c o.o c.r;ocor-64 O.OC0002G G. 0 c. 0000040 O~C000003 0 .. 0000127 
>29000 o.c ~-- o.o o.o C~:JOOCC55 o.o o.o 0. 00000 l3 0 .o o~ooooo6a 
p& II) 0.77124Cl O.OOb3772 0.0733075 Oo047956l C$0046528 0.041732S 0.0449807 0.0077549 0~9999998 
P(lJ ~PROBABILITY THAT A VEHICLE PASSING A POINT IS CF VEHICLE TYPE l 
·-p 1 (lJ PROBA.B:CLI1Y THAT AN AXLE PASSING A POINT IS OF VEHICLE -TYP;,E"-'lc-"---------------------------
PIJJ =PROBABILITY THAT AN AXLE PASSING A PCINT IS I~ WEIGHT GROUP J ---',P~!';JC.,'J "f- FRO 8 A B ll IT Y THAT AN AXLE PASS IN G A POINT I S OF V EH.J C l'cEc"'T~YC'P'CEc-'l'f-A;c;c;NO"cw·"'E7I"'G"H7T~G-;;R"o""uC'p;-J,------------------
BRIDGE 13 
SINGLE' UI\IT SINGLE UNIT 
AXLE TWO-AX LED TWO-AXli_D ___ ~_!-~_G_l~- --~ 1\_LI ~!::1_8 INAT ION COMBINATION CDI'·1BlNATION 
WEiGHT GROUP FOUR TIRED SIX TIRED THREE-AXLEO THRff: AXLEO FOUR AXLEO FIVE AXLFD 
tPOUNDSJ CARS BUSES TklJ[KS TRUCKS T !<liCKS --J~liC:K5 ~~~-s TRliiK<;;. PlJI - ·- " P ( I J '-.Sf; 17 2 <;<; 0:0612600 ·v. Cl 762GC O.U9127DO C.f15:.J3t:}C .OC261G·C O.Gl852CC 0.0-166400 
p ( I 'J J <7000 
7000- fl999 o. 7790558 n.c003424 O.OP.85730 0. ·"'~3 75C71 0.0022353 C'.Cl28436 (.0100359 0.0006688 0.9312618 
O.D 0.0025(;8"3 C.C-C0'J8C4 o.CG34E:l8 C.000371:l8 0.0034684 0.0062090 0.0005516 0.0167382 
9000-10999 c.c ~.0051365 o.oooc 161 O.C-:'-2C354 J ."GO 206 3 8 .co 15135 0.0034134 O.OC04562 0.0127774 
ITOOO 12~<:>9 c. c :).0C05137 0.0000C32 0.(h)ltf81 G.CCC1993 O.GOlS645 o. 0029404 c.noo3694 o.oo75585 
13000-14999 o.c G.cor·a~tl o.coccc3L O.Cr:'l4U2 C. OC C2490 0.0023368 0.0034405 0.00'14424 0.0088152 
----;l'S<'C<'QCi'(~l6999 C.C C:.oo:,1365 O.C:JO·JG65 D •. ..'Gl22':10 C..0002R7C O.C0245C5 C.0033568 C.S003995 0.0128567 
17COO-l8999 I"J.C 0.C025683 C.C'JOOC32 O. r:r:· lCL.2t? c. crctso7 
l9000-2C999 o.c. " c C.Cf10CC32 O.'),:rnc;qg O.Of'100470 
210CC-229S9 o,c o.o 0 .C' o.::-.r:;'JC'529 C.OCCIJ278 
2.3000-24999 o.G o.c D.C C.C' 1/~~C213 C.0CCC16C 
-----2"s~c"·o"-o~-coz6S99 c.c a.o o.o O.OCJC074 G.OGQ'1053 
2 7000-28999 o.c J .c ') .c G.COOCCt5 C.CCCC'OlC 
)29000 O.G 0.0 c.o n.CJOCC5C c.(' 
P' (I I C.779(55S 0.~:171217 'J.C'cit'l6Bi:l4 C'.C469359 C.'J03B-J42 
PtiJ =PROBABilllY THAT A VEHICLE PASSI~G A PCJNT IS CF VtHICLE TYPE 
------·--ip>i,C',:-I;-,.--'C"cpRosAB rL nY THAT ··AN-AXLEPASSfNG~-- PoiiTr--Ts -·oT VEH Y{L(--fY-Pt--r-
PtJI =PROBABILITY THAT AN AXLE PASSihG A PCINT IS IN WEIGHT GROUP J 
o.aozzl54 0.0023913 0.0001238 
0.0002694 0.0004764 0.8010376 
G.CCCC247 0.0000504 0.01)00102 
0.')000062 0.0000161 0 &'')0')0')09 
0. 0-':'000 14 c.co0oo6~ IJ. CCOOOC4 
u.c c. f1')0002C) C.CC'J0001 
o.c 0.0000010 o.o 
0.026S943 c.rJ323404 0.00306{)9 










SINGLE UNIT SINGLE UN lT 
AXLE f- TWD-AX:UO TWO-AXLEC SINGLE UNIT COMBINATION COMBINATION COMBINATION WE I GHT GROUP fDUK TIRE:O SIX-TIRED THREE AXLED THREE AXLED FOUR-.liXLEO FIVE-AXLEO 
i PGt;NDS) CARS BUSES TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS P{JI 
-I I l p '1~ H<;71 Gql-; >'1.0115COC . UoL'4.L~'UUV - 0 ;J .:><J :II.''. v.OC2100C OaCrRnnrr flaOflAflOnr O.On17f'IOf1 
P {I, J l <7000 
7CCC- 89":19 0.1.1S34l9C ---------o:c5C n 2 2 6 5 1).0403176 o.C>Z3017e 0.0018225 0. C05621B O.OC48891 0.0009143 0 .. 9602283 
----
c."i':· C.0Cl6SE? O.CCCC366 0.0021367 C.0003088 0.0015182 0.0030248 0 .. 0007541 0 .. 0094177 
c:>Ooc=-ro·sqs - c 0 ( C.OC3397G O.CJOC073 0.0012491 r .. o001682 0.0006625 0.0016629 0 .. 0006237 0.0077706 
llC00-12999 c.c :J.Q(-C33<.J7 o.ooc,cois C.CC1C237 C.C001625 0.0008161 0.0014324 o.ooosos1 0.0042809; 
...... _ 
13000-1499S o.c C.C•C0':>662 o.cnooo1s 0.0009127 0.0002030 0.0010228 0.0016761 0 .. 0006049 o .. 0049871 
15C00-16.999- G • C ('.0033970 O.C000029 0.0007487 o.ooo2340 O.CCH1726 0.,0016353 0 .. 0005462 0 .. 0076367 
17('00-18999 [I o ( O.OC16S85 C.CCGOCl':l 0.00063<:19 0 .. 0001229 0.0009697 0 .. 0011650 0 .. 0001693 0 .. 0047667 
-----1 socc- 2C999_ .. _ o .. o o.n O.COOOC15 0.0002454 o.orco3s3 0 .. 000 117S 0.0002321 C .. C000514 0 .. 0006866 
2Tooo-zi9-99-- c.c 0 .c 'J.O 0.0000325 C.CCC0227 o.oooo1CS o.oooo245 o.oooot39 0 .. 0001044 
23000-24999 o.r c.o '].0 c.ooool3l o.ocool3l 0.0000027 o .. ooooo79 De0000012 o .. oooo'379 
250C0-26SS9 o.c. o.o o.o 0 .. 0000046 o .. ooooo44 o .. cooooo6 0 .. 0000031 OGCCOOOC5 0 .. 0000131 
----·- 27000-Ztl999 ___ 0.1.. ·) .o o.o O .. OOOOC4C c.ccoool3 c. c Oe00QQQ14 o .. ooooooz 0.0000069 
>2SOOC c.c c.o c. c 0 .. 0000034 o.o 0 .o o .. oooooos o.o 0,.0000039 
P'' r J c .20341'?'-1 '::'.0113233 C.C403702 C.C30031t C .. CC31015 C.C'll8157 0.015?550 0.0041847 
Pill ~PROBAbiLITY THAT A VEHICLE PASS!~(~ POINT IS OF VEHICLE TYPE --------~p-irC)~PKllBABil ifY-fHATANAXf["P"ASSING A POINfJSlJF-\iTHICi.ETY'-,+PioE~I---'-----------------------
P{JJ =PR01:3/IFJILITY THAT AN AXLE PASSING A POINT IS IN WEIGHT GROUP J 
---------PTC;J"f=PR-bBATITlfTr THAT AN AXLE PASSING A POINT IS OF VEHTC;,LecEc"'T~Y"-*PzE-fl_--;-A;:;N-oD--;-;W-;oE'r"cc-ec.Tc-;Gc;;R-cO:cU"P;-cJ;-----------------
BRIDGE 17 
SINGLE l:N IT SINGLE Uf\<IT 
AXLE TWD-AXLEC TWO-AXLE:C S ]_N~_h_E __ l:r!'! f.I.. -~-Q.k)BINATION COi"'BINAT)ON CCI"t:Hr-.ATir". ·-·---" ----
WEIGHT GROUP FCUR Ti~ --·-s-i x-=-1 I"-RE o- THREI::-AXL f::C T!-<RI:'t AXLED f-nUR AXL EC F IVE-AXLED 
t POUNDS) CARS BUSES TRUCKS TKUCKS TKLCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS Ti-?.UCKS pI J l 
Hll ' .-.761C5SB O.GC~lCLC: ~ r ... "~~~~ ' • (' s '- \_:: '- \_ C.CC44l0( ,. ~ .OlC42C. ' ........ ~ "" ........ ". >..: 21Jn000 "' .--,~~- "" " ·"'"~"~"" 
pi I' J l <7COO 
7000- 8999 C.712113C c.cursec c.rs~99E7 C. i::461 S24 r.CC85S33 0.01335~6 0.0231953 0.0046255 ~0.8941316 
c. c 0.0CC435l n.ooooBo ~· .OC42C80 c:.0fl45t1 o.r:036Ct7 C.Ol43505 c.oo3e14S 0.0280294 
9000-10999 O.C- ').QQ(87L:2 '~ -·~·,JC'O 156 (). -"J 2 '::( {; f (. GCC7S~C 0.CIJ1573S O.IJ')/8892 ').0031550 O~Cl68036 
11000-12999 0.0 C.CCCCB7C C.CJCCC3l 0.G(2G543 G.C007663 a.OC19388 Q.CQ67959 0.0025551 O.Cl42005 
13000-14S9<; t). c ·: .ooc 1-1-5') C .O"JG0031 '='. r-.. --.. 1 e 3 15 c.orC\9573 0.CJ242SS C.CC79519 0.0030599 0.0163787 
15000-16999 :l.':· O.C:C·C'87C2 c.ccccco: C.C015C25 C.OCll0:.-12 0.00254B2 0 .oo 77583 G .00276 3!} O.OH5516 
17000-18999 ',;.(' <.::.0004351 0.0")("~0031 C .('Cl2t!42 ('.C.005793 ).C,J23038 O.C055269 c.C008564 0 .. 0109888 
19000-20999 ') .c ·l .r O.OOOOC31 O.CQ:J~S24 C.CCOl8C8 ~.:JGIJ28Cl !}.GOllOll O.DOJ2599 0 .. 0023174 
21000-22999 ) . (- i) .o G.D o. crccc,sl C.CC0106b .J.O'J'JC257 0 .'J('if) 1164 o.oo·Jo?os c.ooo3845 
2300C 24139S -.;.,__ o.o 0.0 0.0(:(;0263 C•.C(!C!J616 'J.-:ccoct4 C.COOC'I373 C.COIJ0062 o.ooo137B 
25G00-26999 '). ( ') .0 o.o 0. t:'C' ':'C•-:' S2 C.CCCG2C5 '""~.CCC0014 '}.000'1146 O.!J0-10-J26 c.oooo484 
27000-28959 o;.c o.u c. 0 O.OC,OO(BO '].0('00062 •_1 .(j lJ. 0(HJ')06 7 0. J0-10·)09 0.0000218 
>2900(1 --·'5"·:-c-··-- ·:;.c ~;.o 0.rlO""f.69 c-.~ "'·.-; o.oc .. J'J'JZZ o.o o.ooooo91 
P l I I r,.7ldl3~ ·,·.i::l29C:::c !-.:'fl6d(S C.0f:::C'h77 (.}t4f:>24;~ C.\2MrJ7So J.074746J 0 .1211'.6-98 l ... CCOOOlO 
P(IJ =PRUdABILlTY THAT A VE~ICLE PASSI~G A POINT IS OF V~HICLE TYPE 
----------;P~'I~I:-J-'~~p:;,;Rci"BAijTCITY THAT AN AXLE: PASSlNG /1 PCINT IS OF:--v-EHICLET-y--p{-i·-·----
P{JI =FROBAIHllTY T!-<AT AN AXLE PASSING A POINT IS IN HIGHT GRCI.JF J ccc=,-;==cc--:---------
P(l ,Jl FRQSA8ILITY THAT AN AXLE PASSI~G A "PQlNT~Of-V-EHiCLE--fyp~--C AND -\o.ElGiiT GROUP J 
BRIDGE 18 
SINGLE Uf\l T SINGLE UT\'IT 
AXLE: TWO-AXLED TWO-AXLEO SINGLE UNO COMBINATION COI"BI NAT I ON COMRJNATION 
~EIGHT GP~iJ-(l-p FOUR-TIRED SIX-TIRED THREE-AXLEO THREE AXLED FOUR-AXLEO FIVE AX LED 
{POUNDSJ CARS BUSES TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRU_CKS p { J J 
Plll '1.79134<;'-;r C.CC71CCC O.Ct77SOC C. CSSCICC O.CC6~900 0.0436600 0.0245700 0.0008700 -- ~-- ·-----
---·----·-
P (I' J l <7COC 
7000 8999 r. 752':>4S1 C.CGC1351 o. (·b44l63 0.042~483 0.0055264 0.0296473 0.0145099 0.001')4522 0 .. 9099850 
u.c C.C1 l 1Cl33 C, .00C0584 0.003<:;312 0 o OQQCJ3C4 c.ocaoc64 o.OC8977C 0.001)3729 0,.0232956 
--~-- 9oai-IG999-- J. c ,).U'20Ltt r;.CCGC117 o. cc 22<;82 ['.CC05ICO 0.01)34937 0.0049351 0.0003084 0.0135837 
llDOrJ 1299<; c. ( 0.f1iJD2C27 O. cr:'CCC23 O.OC18834 0.0(•04928 Oe0043C-38 0.0042512 0.0002498 Oe0113859 
------13C·•J0-14999 0. ( ,,.('0(.3378 O.CC'C')C·23 O.OC•lC791 o.oco6157 C.C053940 C.0049743 0.0002991 0.0133023 
·----- --- 15ootJ=i6-9<f9 o.c G.002C<:cc a.ccrcc47 o. (J013 77~ o.CC-07095 0.0056567 0.0048532 0.0002701 0.0148982 
17GCC-1899'1 J.(' 'J.C•01f•l33 G.C•OOOC23 (:.('(1}1774 o.ooo3726 0.0051140 0.0034574 0 .. 0000837 0 .. 0112206 
-----19o·oa-zO<:i99- J.O ~ . Q.CJCGC23 o.cc•C4515 c. CC01163 0.0006218 o.ooo6asa 0.0000254 0 .. 0019061 
--------2TC·oC..:.:.·22'9c;c; C'.f 1). (• 0.( n.r:·ooos97 Q.OC00687 O.COOC·570 o.oooo12a 0.000006'3 c.ooo2651 
2:5000-24994 .J. c \}.0 0 .c C.OC00241 Q.OC003S6 O.COC0143 0.0000233 O~C000006 0 .. 0001019 
zsooo..:26999 ) .c i' .(\ u.r o.c':'0CC84 0 o CC·C0132 o.oooco32 0.0000091 0.0000003 o .. oooo342 
---.. -z 1 o cc=zss g 9 (:.( c.c (J. c c.cc.ncc73 0 .OC·C0040 o.o 0.0000042 O.OOr'JOOOl o .. ooootS6 
5z9COo o.c :j. ( 0.1": C.C'COUf? c.c o.o c.ooooot4 o.o o.ooooo77 
P' til • 7~;294'17 C •. :-Gt> 7:: 5 ';; c.~64~Cl2 o.c5s2~~3 G.JC9405C 0.0623121 C.0467578 0 .oo 20695 0,.'3fiS'3'399 
P( I I ~PROBABILITY THAT A VEHICLE PASSING A PUINT IS CF VEHICLE TYPE ----·- ·------P'1TI·-;;p-RiT8AIHITn-TFAT AN AXLE PASS-II'JG A POINT IS OF VEHICLE TYPE I 
P IJ J =PRUBAbiLITY THAT AN AXLE PASSI~G A PCI~T IS IN WEIG~T GRCUP J ---------p(T;""j},;pj'fiJBifBTLTYY .. 'f"HAT AN AXLE PASSING A Pr:iiNT [ S OF VEHICLE TYPE 1 AND WEIGHT GROUP J 
p(l) 
P t I , J I 
pI ' I J 
BRIDGE 19 
SINGLE U-UT SINGLE UNIT 
AXLE ------ ---- __ T_~_Q::._A~J:...tQ_ ----J-t'-r~_I'\_~_Lf: p ___ -~-t~~-l E ___ l,l_hl_I ~-r:!,Q.lNAT IQ_~ ._f-LlMB INAT IIJN I- WEIGHT GROUP FOUR-TIRED SIX-TIRED THREE-AXLED THR!:E-.AXU:'O FOUR-AXLt_O 
(PUIJNDS} CARS RUSES TF.ljC K';:, 1 RUCKS TRUCKS -- - . - .. - . '-'. f 5::0( \. ._., •' •• L '-u: l S _ '- c --• '-'' 1 ';:1- 9 7 0 • c 
-----------
<7000 
1000- sggs 'J.cl7::tl4 '· (' ~-. 13,8'7"'(' C .r_~BSt-17 ' . ' 
~~. r ':: .n 'J.OJC1215 0.0CS41~4 c.c 
9000 1G999 c 0 ( 0. [, C.O'.:VC1 24~ O.OC:ll~S7 c. c 
Ll000-12'9<;;9 c.c ·) 0 (l ,) • cc.r'c"J48 C'· .0<:.: 26222 o.o 
13000-14999 J.O ') •': _:,.r-ccDC48 G.C·('23::7e c. c 
15COC-l6S<iS o.c c.o J.CC'C:Q098 C-.0Crl9178 c .o 
17000-18999 o.c. 0." 1.1.Ju000413 o.c-:•16:~9:: c.c 
19000 20599 CJ.C 0 0 ~) :;. C::'CilC48 c. ~·uJC2tlc G.C 
21000 22999 c.c o.c- 'J. C· n.n(':Q(·t32 o.o 
23000-24999 u.c :).[1 8 0 (:· C-.0ft:tC335 c.c 
25000 26"19'7 o.c o.o ';.C ·.c. OC·:":C 117 0.0 
270{)0-28999 c. c o.o ).0 0.0(<'0102 11.0 
>29 0 J.C 0 .o 0 .c C.Cr •"CCI::8 ~.r: 
(.6175814 o.c C.l'34C•645 c .o 769277 c .o 
Pill -PROBABILITY IHAT A VEHICLE PASSI~G ~ FCINT IS CF VE~ICLE TYPE 
P 1 (lJ PROBABILITY THAT AN AXLE PASSING A POINT IS OF -VEHIC-lf:TYPE 
PlJl =PROBABILITY THAT AN AXLE PASSING A POINT IS IN WEIG~T GROUP J 
Ti'.UCKS TRUCKS 















P(l,JJ PRObABILITY THAT AN AXLE PASSING A POINT IS OF VEHICLE TYPE I ANO WEIGHT GROUP J 
CC.'H:\I~JATI!l~~ -- -----
F TVE:-AX Lf:) 
TR:UCK <; pI J l 
' -0.0 









c. c o. 0002398 






SINGLE UNIT SINGLE UNIT 
----- AXLE ------· __ I_~O-AXLED HoO-J\XLED S INGLE_~Uf'IIIT COH8JNATION COMBINATION COMBINATION WEIGhT GkCUP FOU!J. TIRED SIX-TIRED THREE-AXLEO ThREE /I.XLED FOUR-/IX:lfC FIVE-AXLEO 
(PCL.iNOSI CARS EUSES T~U(KS TRUCKS Tl< UCK S TRUCKS TRIJC'<S TRUCKS u..Ll c r ,, ~ ~ -~ - I ~ ., ,. - ' •. i\?f'•\ c r.n.-.1 a''-" ,, "-~"" ~ ~ -~ ,, ,.,l lQ <:.nr P II J -. f: 135598 Joi.J't __ .• l .- 3u. 419~- - .C0982·n S-1 C~C15l300 
BRIDGE 21 
SINGLE L:Nl T SINGLE UNIT 
AXLE HJO AXLE:C nw-AxL_~c_ s _!~LG!J;:"_Jl!i!J COl'•tBINATION COI-'BINATIGN CCM.9INATICN 
WEIGHT GROUP FOUR-TI R£:0 SIX-TIREC THREE-AXLEC THRE[-AXLEC FOUR-AXL EO F IVE-AXL F.O 
tPCUNDSJ CARS BUSES TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCK') Pill 
Pill [,. 758289S. O.CC4<;;2Q(' 1.}o073150C o.O'l61S1CC rJ.Ol023Jfi O.C33270C 0.06(3300 C.00363CO 
PtitJJ <7000 0.6972560 O.CCC·'J905 0.0671744 0.0396C07 0.008291::7 O.G21833C 0.0344312 0.0018232 0.8704996 
7000 8999 o.c 0.0000786 G.CCOC•tCS 0.0036/61 C.OC14048 0.0058961 0.0213019 0.0015037 0.0345222 
c.c 0.0013:,72 0.001')0122 0.0021491 C.OOC7651 0.002512S O.Oll7108 O.C012436 0.0198107 ,. 
9000-10999 u.o (: .(•00 135 7 0.0000024 0.0017£.12 C.CCC7393 o.oo3H95 0.0100878 O. C010071 0 .. 0169030 
11000-12999 o.o O.GCC,22C2 o.ccooczij o. 0Cl57C2 o.coo9Z36 0.0039723 0 .o 118038 0.0012061 O.Cl<:l7C46 
13000-14999 c. c 0.0013572 0.0000049 0.0012881 0.0010643 0.0041657 0.01151(:4 C.C010891 0.0204857 
15000-16999 o.o o.ooou1an U.0000C24 o.u!niGlC O.CC0558S o. 003766( 0.0082042 o.ooo3:H6 0.0146487 
17000-18999 0.(; o.o C.OOGC024 0.0004222 0.0001744 0.0004579 0.0016345 0.00')1024 0 .. 0027939 
190CC-20'il99 o.c o.o 0 .o 0.0000559 0.0001031 O.CCCC41S C.0001727 O.OOcJ0278 o .. ooo40l4 
21000-22999 a.o ').0 o.o O. OQL"'!Q225 C.0000595 o.-:JOJ0105 0.0000554 0 .. 0000024 0.0001503 
2300C-24S99 'J.C o.o o.o O.ODG0079 O.OCC0198 0.0000023 0.000021C O.CODOOiO 0.000.0527 
25000-26999 o.c 0 .o o.o O.CC'\0 006~ c.cccoc5S o.c o.ococnoo 0.'1000004 0.0000231 
27000-28999 o.c o.c o.c Q. OOJC\5'0 o.o c.o 0.0000')33 o.o 08COOC092 
>2'i1000 
P'UJ c ~697~560 0~0045240 G .. C6726l9 [.'.0516675 C.-:1141094 o.c4sees2 0.1109534 0 .. 0083445 1.0000029 
P(ll =PROBABHIP THAT A VEHICLE ~ASSING A POINT IS OF VEHICLE TYPE 
p' I IJ PROBABILITY THAT AN AXLE PASSING A PCI~T IS OF VEHICLE TYPE I 
P(J I =PROBABILITY T~AT AN AXLE PASSING A POINT IS I~ WEIGHT GRO~P J 
P(I,JJ=PROBABILlTY THAT AN AXLE PASSING A POINT IS OF VEHICLE TYPE I AND WEIGHT GROUP J 





WEIGHT GROUP FOUR-TIR-E:O 
BRIDGE 
SINGLE LI'>I 11 
Ll_V:~O-AXLEC 
1 SIX TIRED HREE-AXLEC HREE-AXLE fOUR-AXLED FIVE-AXLEO 
I AXlE -t ~ TWO-AXlfO 
(PCUI\OSl CARS BUSES TRUCKS TRUCKS 
IN G_l.[: _ _!J_~ ur _ _Q_M_~JN_~l_l CN 0!-lB r NA_I_l_QrO ~a INA T I ON 
1 TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TCTAL 
--~~~~•UNI:}_fi-1. GF- VEHICLE:S BY VEI-ICLF __ l_Y:PE 
8,?349232 950.,!:l5 7746559 5062C08 237746 881642 1327414 505210 
A X LE: .:<.~ P E T I Tl 0 N S tl Y V E H l C L E _1c <._Y o:_P"-C _,_A"'-"C--"w-"E-'1-'C'-H.,_T__,Gc:RccO"U"P~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
<7CCC 1A471R6~6 379S7 15466305 7761802 424356 1252870 1651614 546566 lq]860224 
7000- 8999 0 285019 14035 720523 71906 338334 1021816 450779 2902429 
9CCC-1C999 0 570C39 2807 421224 39157 147636 561740 372812 2115412 
llCCO-l2SS9 0 5699(, 549 345189 37834 181870 483895 301923 14082 75 
13000-14999 0 95013 549 307161 47273 22'7942 566215 36156~ 1606315 
l5CCC-16S99 0 5700.~9 11~9 252453 54474 ?39049 552424 326475 1996069 
l70CO-l8999 0 285019 549 215799 28600 216104 393.539 101197 12't0827 
lSCCO-ZC'iSS 0 0 549 82748 8930 26281 78.395 30715 227617 
ZlC00-22999 0 0 0 10944 5268 2400 8279 8320 352 51 
23GG0-24S99 0 0 0 4414 3051 610 2665 732 11452 
25CCC-26999 0 0 0 1546 1017 142 1037 305 4048 
27000-28999 0 0 0 1343 305 0 4BB 102 2238 
~~>29COC__ 0 0 1.159 0 0 163 0 13 
--~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~A~X~l~E~P~E~P~E~T~IT~IO~'N~S EY VEhiCLE TYPE 
164718656 1900142 15486441 1Cl26884 7 22191 2633256 5322270 2501485 203411040 
BRIDGE 2 
SIJI.<GLE Ut~;IT 511\GLE UNIT 
AXLE 
-----~---
. __ _I_WQ::-_!~h_l:Q_ _n G- ~ ~.!::.~ G Sif\IGlf:: UNIT ~-CMO I~~I I [_t\ CC/'8 I N_tH) lJt C 0 r"_ B __ I_I'j_~_U_,lli__ --------~Hr GRCUP f-OUR-T lREC SIX-T 11./.E:U T ~REE- A- ;•il 0 THREE-AXLEO --OLR..::A£u0- FT \IE:-AXLElJ 
(POLNDSJ CARS 0 LSE S TRUCKS TRlJCI<.S TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS HlTAL 
!'!l}_t\HER_Q£ VEI-'..!.!;.~_ES [}Y _Yf!"l_lC_J,.f _l_'!'P.~ 
___ L:uta_u~_o_ 9069_27 14C82 96 657.355 8913 22283 13170 0 
. ---~E~E:TlTll:NS BY _l{__t:,_H::::.~_£_TYF~ AND~J~!..!_~~Q_U_~ ----- ---------
<7COO 3B~21856 36298 2811571 _ _1_007847 16496 33072 17L47 0 4?41t47hR 
___ L~JO- ESCJ9 0 272234 2552 93559 27Y3 8933 l06ll 0 _39067R __ _ 
90G0-l09-99 0 5444~'> 509 54t.,95 , 1522 3895 5832 o ___ Q_UL9...2.Q .. __ 
11000-12999 472 4ROl 024 110666 
__ I ~-~c c- !.~.?-~~- 0 _90743 103 39962 1838 6019 5876 0 144::>41 
lSC00-16999 0 54446'1 205 32782 2119 630'1 5734 0 591619 
l1C'CC-!ES-;S 01 80 1 llll 5707 4087 31J2"9 
-_!.~C.9_g_:~~?J99 lL ____ 0 103 10744 348 692 812 0 12699 
21CtC-22SS.9 0 0 () 142.3 205 62 85 0 1776 
__ 23_~~=.2_'!._~_99 0 571 120 18 27 0 
_ _Q 2500(;-26999 
----~------·----
0 0 201 40 4 9 0 _____ .?_2~----
27CCC-2Es:'i9 0 0 0 174 13 0 4 0 1S2 
>29COO 0 ----·-·-·-- 0 0 1 52 0------- 0 _Q_ ___ 0 1'::>7 
A )<l_E KEPE TIT I_9_~-~-¥EH_l t;:_~~--TYPE: 
~il5<:ii;J56 1El4895 2El5?3S 1~14945 2,"070 69?13 ')~757 0 '146196% 
BRIDGE 3 
SINGLE UI\ITISI!\GLE UJ\IT 
h AXLE Wf:: J{;HT' 'GkCU'P-
IPOUNlJSJ CARS CllJSE S 
TWO-AXU:D 





:~_tJ_G_L .. S. UNI 
hKEE:-AXLE 
TRUCKS 
C [It rH ,\AT I C 1C~_:'j_i'l_ I !\AT _I, Q!rC.!=_~-~-t~ P,_TJ.J..~-L---·--·------- J 
THkE~-~Xl~~~OLri-AXLtJ FI~E-AXLEJ ! I 
TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS Tl_; T ~ L 
NU~IDFK OF_ YEf-lCLE:S DY VFI-'ICLE: TYP~ 
~-2 ?_'! _2__Q_f)_P,. Jii?_?_~L- 2 ?':' ')') t 1 lhl'24C4 f: 7 J\)9]_ 02746 102676 136<;101 
4\lr. Kd-'E_TJ.I [ur~-~-~'J-~ V•_H , 'l';JF A··~q •,.;E: l 
<7000 --------- "±-':>4.0964~ 7439 55t'lil36 27":15631 118606;;' 83344 128169 148'320 5?42')07? 
7CCC- c.:.;o;g 0 55790 5063 259520 ?G0974 2 3860 79299 12232S 7468~C 
90CD-1J<CJ99 o 111579 1010 l517l3 1C9448 10412 41591 101167 528926 
____!__!_QQ_0-12_':l9Sl 0 ll.l59 199 124332 105763 12823 37553 81933 ~73762 
l3CC.C-14'iY9 
---------~-~ 
0 18598 199 110849 132134 16076 43q41 98ll<J 419911 
15000-16S99 0 111579 409 90931 1?2262 1 68 'J 8 42873 H859? 503508 
_!]_q_C_9,::..!.§.~2.. 0 55790 1'99 77722 f995Y 15241 30540 27463 286912 
____ jL___ 0 lS9 29804 24952 8333 l90C0-20999 -----· 1851 6085 71229 
210CG-22S99 ------~0- 0 () 3S42 14 744 169 642 2260 21758 
23((0-2~~ 0 u 0 15fl8 350tl 41 204 19'7 10540 
25000-26999 ·--·-·-------·· 0 0 0 5?5 2818 12 A2 8R 3568 
27CCC-2ES99 0 Q 0 48<) H53 0 .15 29 1401 
>29000 0 c c 415 0 0 l2 0 426 
--~---~-XU: REPETI TIDNS BY VEHICLE T_'!_~f._ _________ _ 
454-fl91.,-4d-. -----3-7"l_q34 ~-58tl710 3647486 ?Cl34flf. 1H568l 413026 67flfl41 58393744 
BRIDGE 4 
SINGLE UNIT SINGLE l..N I 
AXLE - TWO-AXLEO .. TWO-AX LED INGLE: UNI_T _Q_MBI~-~J_U!.i::l _0,'11:) I NAT I::J1 COM~INATlJ~-
~------WEIGHT GROUP FOUR-TIRl;:D SIX-TIRED HREE-AXU_ HREE:-AXLEC FOUR-AXLED FIVE-AXLED 
lPGU!'.IDS) CARS BUSES TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRLCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TOl AL 
___ f'i!:!.~_f_B_ Of- IIEJ:!JC;:J_J:S BY_ VE_]-fiCLE TYPf 
!t.6_957568 286_82 42b2_Q92__ 3682723 2Ct::508 1170212 1015331 3441_8 
---------------------"A-"X"'L"E-'"'-'Ec!PC!EccTC!lc'T"I'-'C;:N'C' ,,_-_cBe_Y~V f:H I C L [ TYPE:_ A 1\ C W El G rT G,-_. R"Oo<U'CP'-----------
<7CGC q~qn~440 It;qq P~l740l 5647Cl8 360931 1666765 1263015 40102 ]] 1399806 
7000- 8999 0 8264 7732 524212 61158 450120 781400 3307S 1865951 
9CC0-1CSSS 0 16516 1549 306452 33304 196420 42<;1584 27357 10l_l_l_12 
11CCC-12SS9 0 1655 307 251146 32181 241960 370046 2215': 919441 
13000-14999 0 2755 307 223907 40209 303249 432989 26530 1029946 
15COC-l6S99 0 16516 627 183675 46333 318015 422444 23952 _1011574 
17000-18999 0 8264 307 157003 __ 2433 281501 300943 7425 78'577<) 
!<;CCG-2C'9SS 0 0 30? 60200 7590 34959 59952 2258 __ l_b '221ll___ 
21000-22999 0 c 0 7968 4481 3204 6337 615 22605 
23000-2~_2 0 3216 2589 804 2033 59 fl690 
ZSCCC-26999 0 0 0 1123 863 I 77 792 24 2979 
270CD-28999 0 0 0 981 260 0 366 12 l60R 
~·->ZSC_~C 0 0 0 8 39 0 0 ll8 0 95d 
AXLE t<EPET IT lUN_~---~-·· VX~-~~-t' __ !-~~-~ 







SINGLE U"NTiTSINGLC LNl 
---- _T_h'_Q_-:P,_6_b_i_Q__ ... U'&:·_~-~U: _ _Q_ri li\!1.~----IJ_N_I r Cli'"l_E>I i\l ~ T I _Q 
FOUR-TIRED SIX-TIRED HKEE-AXLE THREE-AXLE 
TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TR.UCKS 
______________ )~.!.J~~BE13 OF VEHI_(_k._~~ BY VEI-<ICLE-
208173 1023Cl40 6031044 411675 5S5762 





------------------------'A~X~L~E~REP~TITli..;'\$ BY V_t.:HlCLC TYPE AI\C -~-I::.ICrT GRCUP ________________ _ 
<lCCC 174Gf<.h7"i7 11600 20450992 _92.!tJ.C:55 1__18294 807~~ 81_7_5...1L___ 137171 407174656 
7000- 8999 0 87042 18 560 85EOl6 121718 218164 505805 ll3101 1922460 
~CCO-lCSS9 0 174125 3687 501621 66286 95203 278071 93546 1212540 
ll0CC-12SS9 o 17400 746 ~--U099 6_4_039 1172Jt'i_ 239542___ 75773 925853 
~000-~~ 0 29000 (4b _jQtJ?<'l 80041 1.46989 280266 90729 994253 
lSCGG-16~99 0 174125 1491 300649 92220 154115 273430 81905 1017980 
l70U0-189~'? a 87042 746 25698.3 48430 1393 66 194798 25396 
l_?CCC-2CS~S p 0 746 98559 15122 16944 38819 7706 177854 
21000-22999 0 c 0 13050 8949 1531 4101 2071 _29705 
23000-24999 0 5261 5137 373 1326 166 
25CCC-26ggg 0 0 0 1823 1699 83 497 83 4226 
27CC0-25999 0 0 0 1616 497 0 249 41 2361 
>2SCCC 0 c 0 1367 0 0 83 0 1450 
AXLC REFETITIONS EY VEhiCLE TYPE 
-----------------~,~7~4~9~B~6~7~s~zc----cs~e~o~3~7~eo---z~o~4~7~776~976--~l~z~c~6~o~z~s~ec---~,~z~z~z~4~4~Z~---c,679~79~176----~Z~6~3~4~4~5~7c----c6~2~7~6~e~9~----~4~1~4~2~8~7~3~6~oc--
BRIDGE 6 
SINGLE UNI SINGLE LNI 
I AXLE TWO-AXLEC TWO-AXLEC SINGLE UNl OMBINATION OMB INAT 10 OMB INA TI ON ~hr GROUP r------ t-FUUR-TIRED SIX-fihED THREE-AXLE HREE AXLE OUR-AXL ED FIVE-AXLED J lPCUJ\DSJ CAKS BUSfS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TOTAl 
------------· ______ __,NIJI""I:H: R OF VEJ:i_l.C lES _BY __ I{J:_t1 ICLEc_.T,_Y,_P'-"E--------------------
~32728016 4799045 6505378 4311524 2102437 533227 1203569 -- 152350 
___________________ ___,AXLI::. REPETlllCNS BY VEHICLE TYP!:. AND WEIGI-:T GROUP 
.s_ncc /A~4224~2 191933 13000646 6601047 3705416 756630 1497563 174719 291350016 
7000- t\999 0 1439469 11786 612773 627878 204340 926511 144105 3966859 
SCCO-lC<:iS<i 0 2Cl78937 2357 35E216 341932 89174 5_09362 __ 11916]_ 4299147 
llGCC-12999 465 293576 330425 109831 438767 96525 1557456 
13000-1499') 0 f1_72JlJ.L_ ___ 4_65 ___ 2__I.lllL__ __ 412806 __ 1_3]654 513394 })560Jl 1921412 
l5CCC-16S99 0 2878937 962 214700 475678 144323 5_Q_Q __ 894 _ _104372 4319898 
l70co-ts999 0 1439465 46 5 Ja3sza Z49BIJ J3oszo 356asJ 32351 2392963 
l9GCC-2Cso:;s 0. 0 465 70378 77946 15881 710'ill 9832 245562 
21000-22999 0. 0 0 9305 46060 1458 7506 2667 ~ 
23000-24999 4 9 -----
25COC-.26'i49 0 a a 110_3 8871 93 931 93 LL2 .. 2fr 
270C0-28999 0 0 0 1148 2667 0 434 31 4280 
.>zscoc ----- o__ _ __ a o 993 a o 1 ~5 o 11 n 
AXLF REPETITIONS EY VEHICLE TYPE 
265422432 95'76428 13017646 8612445 6306014 1590275 4825878 799713 310169600 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
BRIDGE 7 
Sir'><GLE Ut\IT lNGLE UNIT 
I AXLE T\-10-AXLED TWG-AXLED SINGL~ U~IT CC~_~_I~~-T!_i_:_ COI-''B If\ AT 10 CO~B TNAT IUN 
WEIGHT GRCUP FOUR TIREC SIX TIRED hREE AXLElJ THREE-AXLE:' FOUR-AXLED FI \IE-AXLED 
I IPOLNDS) CARS BLSE S TRUCK~_ __ TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRL'CKS TOT!l.L -------- -----
________ _,No;U":Mccec<EccR,_,Oe_cF_Vcc>'-'r I ~.1.£.?. J? l____._I{_EJj]_~_LE _I_ '!fL. 
93687584 440127 10081236 'lS32600 237"906 3104677 1201428 261697 
---------------------'A"X'-"L~>'--CR'-'Ec'P-CEc'T'ci.,T,_!"Oo;N:cS,._B,_Y,_V'--"E H I C l E TYPE AN D __ W! l_~_HJ:. .. G R n UP----------------
<7000 181371040 17697 20146320 152316_9_1___ 419380 4429922 1495853 _2JL::?_Q06 229393904 
7CGO- ec;c;g 0 132753 18284 1413943 71058 1196322 925463 232581 3990401 
9000-10999 0 265507 3642 826588 38694 522043 508771 192347 2357614 
11000-12<;'?9 o ?6546 733 6774D_B__ 37399 643089 438275 155779 1979?01 
13COC-14~99 0 44243 733 603930 46712 805982 512804 186554 2200976 
15000-16999 Q 265507 1467 495424 53849 1:145238 500338 168441 2330259 
17CCC-l8S99 0 132753 733 423462 282Rl 764134 156437 52212 7579R7 
19000-20999 0 0 733 162379 8824 92910 71009 15839 3'516S5 
210C0-22'SS'3 0 0 0 21486 5207 8506 7504 4302 47005 
23CCC-24c:i9'3 0 0 0 8653 3007 2127 2395 367 ]6:2<H 
ZSC00-26999 0 0 0 3031- 1002 464 929 !71 5598 
27000-2E'>S9 0 0 0 2640 293 0 440 49 3422 
>29COO 0 0 0 2273 0 0 147 G 2420 
AXLE RCPCTlllONS BY VEHICLE 1YPE 
18737!040 885033 20172544 1987283? 713707 9310739 4820361 1290673 244436576 
BRIDGE 8 
SINGLE UNIT SINGLE LNI 
AXLE 
----- TWO-AXLED TWO-AX LEO SINGLE UNI DMB L~]I_T_I_9_!_~ _9MB INATIO OI"B I NATI JN i 
WEIGHT-GRoUP-- --------- ~-OUR TIRED SIX TIRED HREE AXLE T 1-!R EE-AXL E FOUR /'IXLED FIVE-AXLED 
I IPLUi\051 CARS BUSES TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS T_OT AL 
·-··--- ---· _________ NQB EB____Q£_ VEHI ~!--~~-.£l't., __ V_E_I:;_!_("'.E I_'(_~~ _______ _ 
_____ . ___ J».>oJl.o.oA.. 1043766 8588341 6826~96 439~88 23805~6 5328796 585985 
_AXLE. REPETITIONS BY vli:[CL~_-TYPE -~~-L . .!~_IS;.!-'_T~c~·~e~O~U~P _______ _ 
_g___f cc 1117"l"i(H1R 41882 17165888 13527111 _1 __ 1_4588 3389499 6620517 650048 V>':I9?4Rf>4 
7000- 0999 0 314191 15563 1255770 131253 915339 4096000 536150 7264270 
9CC0-1C':>99 0 628344 3128 734117 11482 399443 2251780 _______!t!!.3_384 4531677 
llCUG-12999 0 62823 610 601643 69079 492056 1939727 359086 3524986 
l30C0-14999 ---------··-·- 0 104743 610 536379 86281 61&672 2269671 430034 4044390 
15CCC-16S99 0 628344 12 59 439990 99441 646730 2214400 388304 441846R 
____!!__ff_C-ll:l9~J o 314191 610 376098 52219 584669 1577512 120344 3025644 
1SOCG-2CSS9 .. a a 610 144222 16287 111oo 31-4267 36542 5l:l3029 
21000-22~99 0 0 0 19072 9612 6523 33223 9917 7834 7 
23GOC-.24599 5569 640 10642 877 ------------ 26196 
2~CCC-26SY9 0 0 0 2670 1869 381 4158 381 9422 
270('0-28999 0 0 0 2.365 572 0 1907 ll't 4959 
>2SCCC 2022 __ _Q_ 0 648 0 26711 
AXLE KEF~TTTfUNS EY VEhiCLE TYPE 
3ll7550Cfl 2094511 171R8304 17649744 1318173 7123976 21334480 2975179 381438208 
BRIDGE 9 
SINGLE U!';l Slf\GL E U~ IT 
AXlE TWO-AXLED T~O-AXLED SINGLE ~-;~ ~~~-~ CO'BINATIO CO~SINATION 
WE 1GHT GROUP· FOUF!-TIREC S IX-T !KED HREE-AXLE HREE-AXLH FOUR AXLED I VE-AXLEO 
l (POUNDS I CARS Bl5E:S TRUCKS TRUC!<S TRUCKS TRU_C.K S TRUCKS TRUCKS TOTAL 
NUMBER Of VEHCLES BY VEhi-CLE TYPE 
]02547]84 ll '3Z6 73 4429929 3407636 215817 681527 795116 318046 
AXLE REPETITIU~S EY VEhiCLE TYPE AND WEIG~T GROUP 
• <7000 205G9~01JQ H1l5. !.H1~621~ ::!22:J2gS 38Q426 <:)72789 987Ql8 347448 2?1901.?48 
7000- 8999 0 357803 8025 484896 64457 2626% 610651 286565 2075115 
9CCG-!Cl999 0 715605 1614 283475 35100 114640 335709 237005 1723124 
ll000-12999 Q 1l 5~1 32.3 232301 33924 141207 289171 191920 960451 
13000-14SSS 0 119275 323 207117 42387 l769CJ9 338362 229856 1114295 
15000-16999 0 715605 646 169896 48845 185601 330129 207555 1658274 
17000-18999 Q ~21BQ3 32;3 14522-0 25645 167797 235183 64319 9963]2 
19CC0-20999 0 0 323 55694 8002 20410 46861 19533 150801 
21000-22999 0 0 0 1351 4728 1868 4958 5304 24215 
23COC-2-4S99 Q 0 0 2'H5 2721 461 1591 461 8210 
25000-26999 0 0 0 1038 899 115 623 208 ?860 
27000-28999 0 0 0 899 277 0 277 69 1522 
>29COC 0 0 0 784 0 0 92 0 876 
AXLE REPETITIONS BY VEHICLE TYPE 
205094000 2385341 8859827 6815290 647435 20445 81 3180602 1590220 230616800 
BRIDGE 10 
SINGLE Uf\1 SI/\GLE Uf\.IT 
J AXLE T~O-A)t.LED TwC-AXLEC SINGLE UNI ~~~JBALJ._C_ COMB INAT IO COI'-IBINAT ION 
WEIGHT GflCUP FOUR TIRI::C S lX TIRED HREE-AXLEC THREE-A XLI: f-DUR-AXLEO I \IE AX LED 
TOTAL _I (POL-NOS) CARS BlSES TRUCKS TRUCI<S TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS 
________________ _.cNU~~-t_~_UF VEI-ICLES BY \IEHt~___bE__J_'(e_~----------------------
~56 "1398.3 2C85972 169llf:9 169117 530563 464242 59688 
AXLf RfPET IT IONS BY VE:HICLE TYPE AND :!_FIGHT G·~"u"U'!:P ______________ _ 
<7000 '34090ROO ?0561 5364923 2592406 298112 757306 576284 65205 f.~76":ih1h 
7CCC- 8999 0 154193 4864 240653 50517 204512 356538 53780 1065058 
90GC-10999 0 308386 974 140683 27510 89240 196010 44480 8.Q_7284 
11000-12.qgq 0 30841 191 115292 26583 J09_23l___ 1_6_8840 36019 4R77fl4 
130GC-l4'i99 0 5_1395 191 102791 33212 137781 197563 43138 566077 
lSOG0-16999 0 308386 395 84..3._2_1_ 38267 144492 192753 _____3_8_9_49_ 807570 
17CCC-IE.-.,SS o 154193 191 72il:zz___ zoo98 13o6za 137318 t2o1z '57657R 
19000-20·'799 0 0 191 27639 6275 15881 27360 3665 81004 
21CCC-Z2S99 0 0 0 3658 3706 1458 2889 995 12699 
230CG-24SS9 0 1472 2139 3f!8 927 89 4994 
25000-269'99 0 0 0 5ll 715 82 361 34 1710 
27GCC-2ES9S 0 0 0 450 211 (} 170 14 845 
>290.JO _o_ 55 0 441 
AXLE REPETITIONS BY VEHICLE TYPE 
'34090800 1027'963 5371913 3382336 507332 1591683 1857059 29843'9 68127456 
BRIDGE II 
S INGLI: lli~ IT SINGLE LNI 
AXLE TWD-JIXLED J:J.;_Q_-:_ ~ X_l,_f_Q- ~_-'iH_E: __ VhlJ __ Dti __ b! N_~_T LQ ~~_MI-3 If'< A TI 0 COMBINATLJN 
rw·trGf-,r GKO~ F 'o'li!{·:.. TTR·E--0- SIX-TIFED THREE-AXU: THfiEE-AXLE FOUR AXL EO F lVE AXLEiJ 
TGT JIL I (PCUI\DSJ CARS BU S_E: __ ? ___ _ _l_l3_!-l__C:_~_;') -- - TRUCKS Jq,UCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS 
________ NlJ_I'BE.F_ I_JF_ _ V_EH_I_C_~E_S_ ElY V E~I_C_~_E _ _I'(_E ... L 
---~-tl_7__952~~L___ 567210 2106777 lt20598 102638 324120 378140 151256 
AXLt ~EPETITIOI\S Bt VEHICLE: TYPE AND ~EIGbT GROUP --------- .----------~--~-----------
__ _____5:__]__!;_!;_9 4?'i""f!7RH ??6<J? 420H048 248"'_228 _____ 1_8_09.22 462638 46'9404 165239 105"'31456 
7000- 8'il':l9 
-----··-·-·- Q l70lt:3 3817 230606 30655 124933 290413 136284 9 86 8 81 
9CCC-lC'.iS9 0 340326 768 134814 16693 54520 159656 112715 819481 
_ _!_~_CCC-12_~9 154 110477 16133 67155 137523 9127"3 456770 
1.3000-14999 0 56725 154 98500 20159 84l77 160917 109315 529935 
15CC0-16S99 0 340326 307 80799 23229 88268 157002 98709 78R640 
___!_!5•00-18_?!:~_?_ 0 J7Ql63 154 69063 12196 7'9801 111848 30589 473824 
1SCC0-2C<;S9 0 0 154 26487 3806 9706 22286 9290 71718 
21C00-22'i':l9 Q 0 0 1499 2248 888 2358 2523 11516 
2300G-=_?_i~~1-~ 1415 1294 219 757 -<;; 39Q4 
25CCC-26'.>Y9 ------·· ... JL____ o o 494 -428 55 296 99 1360 
2 7C00-2899'i 0 Q Q 428 132 Q 132 33 724 
)2SCCC 0 Q Q 373 0 Q 44 Q 417 
AXLE. Rt::HTITIUNS EY VEI-dCLE TYPE 
S7538288 1134417 4213542 3241204 3C7906 972359 1512626 756274 109676400 
---------·--------------------------~----
BRIDGE 12 
SINGLE UJ\1 SIJ\·GLE UNI 
AXlE ~~~0-::Af..I,._S_D_ ThC-AXLr:C SINGLE UNI c;:_Q_i"[) I __ !\ AI I_[_ L~f~lU __ N_.t,T_ IQ--' .c;__ c 1.,. B _l!:!.£1 Il.;:JL~ --- ----st~=-1 ·r~:;·fO- T-~RE"E ::..·A XL E-c -----WEIGHT GP:CUP FOUR-T IKEC THRE !:-AXlE FOLR-AXLE:0 FIVE-AXLED 
( POU_~DS J ___ (:ARS BLSf S TRUCKS TRUCKS T;<UCKS TRU~_ TRUCKS TR.UCK S rnr AL 
_____ _k:J__l)_M_tl_~.£L9_~ -~E_t_!_!;:i.,_S,)_ B_Y ___ ~_EHI~ .. LE PPI:_ 
210902864 2777621 20053536 11115979 837747 7618260 6152199 837747 
----------------------'A~X~l=E~R~E~P~E~T~IT,_ILJNS bY Vf:hlCLE _ _I__Y_P__E__~;~o_~LI...§:ll_l__Q.I5.Q.t}£_ __________ _ 
<7000 4217h~~ZR ~lAOO 40G11040 20100592 1495126 10858543 76333~2 976608 ">07Qn"iR'>A 
7CCC- €<;99 0 687190 36312 1865953 253362 2932393 4722608 764243 11262024 
9000-10939 o 13743IJL 7.2J3___ 10908"3 L _u]_9_74 127~607 2596289 __ 6_3__2011 1118315 
11000-12999 n 1174?7 1422 R93960 1333?'5 1576780 22364'51 '511 Rt'>5 '14Q0714 
130C0-14'i99 0 229081 14?2 797001 166575 1975601 2616908 612980 6 3<;_2_5_1 7 
15000-16999 0 1 3 7431..8_ 2..'1..5.3_ 65 3 77 7 ill 949 __2.Q_Jl 793 _____2_5_5.3198 _______5_5_3482 740148? 
170C_C-1E'i59 0 687190 1422 558841 100787 ___lil_]_3Q08 _____l.fU8870 171551 '5?11677 
19000-2099_9 0 0 1_422 214261 31445 227769 362352 52062 8 8.21h_6_ 
21C00-22'i99 o_ 0 0 28328 18593 20836 38281 14109 1_20201 
23CCC-24CJgg 0 0 0 114/?9 10719 __ 5250 --- 12250 1258 40905 
25000-26999 o_ 0 0 3992 3555 1148 4812 547 14054 
27CCG-2ES<;o; 0 0 0 3500 1094 0 2187 164 6945 
- >29000 o________ __Q__ __Q_ ___3_008 0 0 711 0 ~71Q 
AXLE REPCTITIUNS BY VEHICLE TYPE 
421763328 4581190 40089184 26225440 254't448 22822208 24598304 4240876 546863872 
BRIDGE 13 
SINGLE UNIT SINGLE LNI I AXLE TWO-AXLE:O TWO-A XL ED SINGLE UNI COMBINATJQ, OMBINATIO COMBINATION 
WE: IGHT GROUP FOUR TIRED SIX TIRED THREE AXLE HREE AXLE FDUR-AXLED FIVE-AXLED 
TOTAL _j (FCUNDSl CARS BUSES TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS 
NUPBER OF VEHICLES BY VEHICLE TYPE 
-------~7088 1412631 7328044 4045269 208684 1484868 1332370 104342 
AXLE REP!:TITIONS BY VEHICLE TYPf A!\0 WEIGI-'T GKOUP 
<7COC 1786981/B '56564 14632053 619__6_08_0 369266 2._1_2_1_7_25 1657903 ____ _1_10.484 1538477f1Fi 
7000- tjgqg 0 424277 13282 575185 62577_ 572972 1025712 91123 27_65104 
C.JCC0-1 C999 0 8485 8 266_Q 336243 34080 250026 56388(:,_ 75363 2110791 
ll_OC0-12SS9 0 84R62 529 275566 ____ 3_2924 308011 ___ 485747 61024 1748644 
13000-14999 0 141425 529 245681 41134 386034 568363 73083 14.56246 
15COG-16999 0 8485 8 _1074 201541 -~7412 404816 554_535 659'16 2123892 
i70C0-18999 0 474?77 52_9_ 172268 2§.895 365979 _395037 20451 140343.~ 
l9000-2CS99 0 a 529 66063 7764 44504 78700 6211 2037__54 
21000-22999 0 a a 8739 4592 4080 8326 1685 27406 
2300C-24999 Q o o 3519 2643 1024 2660 149 10011 
25CCC-26999 0 0 a 1222 876 231 1041 66 3436 
27000-28999 _0 a a 1074 264 a 479 l7 1834 
)2SCOC 0 0 0 925 0 ___ 0_ 165 0 1074 
AXLE REPETITIONS EY VtHICLE TYPE 
128698128 2£:!28458 14651115 8084091 628445 4459390 5342550 505653 165197520 
BRIDGE 14 
' 
SINGLE UNI SINGLE UNIT 
AXLE TWO-AX LED n,o-AXLEC INGU: UNIT OMBINATIG1 COMBINATIQ, COMB INATIJN 
WEIGHT GROUP FOUR-I IRED SIX TIRED THREE-AXLE THREE-AXLE FOUR-AXLEC F I'VE AX LE'!J 
lPOI.JNOS) CAR$ BUSES TRUCKS TRUCI<S TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TOTAL 
NUMBER OF VEHICLES BY VEHICLE TYPE 
19091952 244714 872459 649024 44687 170236 170236 36175 
AXLE REPETITIONS BY VEHICLE TYPE AND WEIGHT GROUP 
<7GOO ~~1R~R40 979[l 174?639 994895 _ __ ]_8_1_1.!±_ 242990 211321 39519 41'1Cl":\7f.,{l 
7COO- 8999 0 73414 1582 92354_____ 1~_;3_4_7_ 65621 130740 32594 40<'":l653 
9000-10999 0 146828_ 316 53990 7270 28635 71875 26958 _______3_3_5_8_61 
11C00-12SSS 0 146113 65 44247 7024 35274 6_19_12 ______ 2l83.2 lf\')Q::j:l; 
13000-14.999 0 24473 65 39449 8774 4420_8 l2446 2..6.145 215556 
15000-16Ji!Sf:j 0 146828 125 32361 10114 46361 70682 23608 ~100/iO 
17CC0-18999 0 73414 65 27658 5312 ---------~-19_13 50355 7318 206030 
19000-201399 0 0 65 10607 1655 5096 10032 2222 29677.. 
ZlOOC-22999 o o o 1405 981 467 1059 601 -±ll2....._ 
23000-24999 n n o 566 566 117 341 52 161A 
25CGO 26S99 0 o 199 190 26 134 22 ~66 
27CC0-28S99 0 0 0 173 56 0 61 9 298 
>29000 n o o 147 o o 22 o 11>9 
AXLE RCF£TITIONS EY VEHICLE TYPE 
38183840 489425 1744914 1298050 134056 5107CB 680975 180874 43222736 
BRIDGE 17 
SINGLE I..: I\ I SI t\GLE Lft.I 
J AXLE TWD-AXLEO TWO-AXLED SINGLE UNI ~~·'QJ NAT I Qfl _OMBINATI~ O~BINATION 
WEIGHT GROUP FGUR-T I REO SIX-TIPE:.O TI-REE-AXLE HREE-AXLE[ FOUR AXLED I VE-AXLED J (POUNDS) CAl{$ B LJSE S TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TOTAL 
~UrBER OF VE~lCLES BY VEbiCLE TYPE 
21585136 87Sl7 2609156 1826411 294949 567209 1131583 255244 
AXL~ REPETITIONS ey VEhiCLE IYPE AND WEIGHT GROUP 
<7COO 41l~R400 ~51~ 521?049 2799542 520807 809432 1405778 ?RO,~~ 541898'56 
7000- 8999 0 26370 4727 25987'1 88249 218588 869729 231206 1698754 
9CC0-1C999 0 52740 q45 151921 48061 95388 478134 191212 1018403 
11000-12999 0 5273 188 124503 4_6_~_!t_3 _117503__ 411873 154855 860618 
13CC0-14<iS9 0 8788 188 111000 58018 147267 481934 185449 992651 
15000-16999 0 52740 382 91061 66861 l5_4437 ___ _4_1.0_20_1_ 167455 1003130 
l?COG-18999 o 26370 188 77830 3510_9 ______ L19.624___ _334_964 51903 665989 
l<;CC0-2C999 _Q 0 188 29842 10958 16976 66734 15752 140449 
210C0-22999 0 0 0 3945 6473 1558 7055 4273 23303 
23CC0-24':i99 0 0 0 1594 3733 388 2261 376 8352 
25000-26999 0 0 0 558 1242 85 885 158 2933 
27000-28999 0 0 0 485 376 0 406 55 1321 
>29COC 0 
----~-----
AXLE RCPETITIONS BY VEHICLE TYPE 













SINGLE Uf'.;l SINGLE UNIT 
TWO-t>XLED TWC-AXLEC SINGLE UNIT ~~_f}I_ti_AT I~ t;;_OMB I_N.i'IT IOf\1 ~~1(1:\TDN 
FOUR-TIRI:C SIX-TIRED THREE-AXLE[ THREE-AXLEC FOUR-t!XLED FIVl:-AXLED 
CAR$ BUSES TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCK 5. TRUCKS 
NUMBER OF VEHI~___hf_~____§__y_j_f;__I::!JCL~ TYPE 
1..0.5..5.21 824 946803 9041304 7747784 880127 5827507 32.!30468 120017 
AXLE Rl:PETlTIGNS BY VEHICLE TYPE AND WEIGHT GROUP 
?ll09nRHO ~7877 l80~972R 11877763 1549378 8311909 4067987 176779 
o 2€4088 16.373 U02150 262529 2244668 251_6785 104546 
0 568177 3280 644323 142983 979494 1383600 86463 
0 ~AR79 64~ 578029 138161 1206612 1191864 700~4 
0 94705___ 645 4701.52____ 172617 1512259 1394591 83856 
0 ')6Rl77 1318 3861.6l__ 198915 15_8_5_909 1360639 757'?5 
0 /R40Rfl 64S '1~0095 10446? 14137')7 969~1£• 7146£, 











21CC0-22999 o 0 o 16737 19261 15980 20410 1934 7~ 
23000-24999 _Q_____ 0 0 615l____ 11102 ___ 4009 6532 168 28569 
25000-269'.l9 0 0 0 2355 3701 897 2551 84 9588 
27CC0-28999 0 0 0 2047 1121 0 1178 28 4374 
>29000 _Q__ Q___ 0 11__6_6 0 0 3c;3 0 71')9 
AXLE REPETITIGNS ev VEHICLE TYPE 
2tl096880 1893966 18083184 15490529 2636781 17469808 13109010 580205 280359680 
BRIDGE 19 
SINGLE UNIT SU\IGLE UNIT 
AXLE TWO-~XLED TWO-AXlEC INGLE: UNI jJMB!_NAl_li.!_ C.QI!!l_I_NAT ION COt-113 !NAT I~'lN 
WEIGHT GROUP FOUR-T IR E:D SIX TIRED HRTE:.-jjffr THREE-AXLE FOUR-AXLED FIVE-AX LED 
I POUNDS) CARS BUSES TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TCTAL 
NU_MBER OF VEHICJ::_f_~ ~_'!' _V_!~:_tl]__c:__~E T.Y__P._E;.__~--- _ ---------------------·-
2071582 0 449739 258078 0 383322 0 0 
AXLE REPETITIONS BY VEHICLE TYPE _AND ___ WE.!_GHT GR.Q_Y.f ________ _ 
<7000 414~/06 0 8<;18236 39'J560 0 '147182 0 c S9R4185 
7CCO- 8999 0 0 815 36720 0 147768 0 0 ~ 
9000-10999 0 0 163 214Q_Q____ D 64-4_81 0 0 86110 
11COC-12SS9 o n 32 17592 o 79433 o o •HO"ifl 
13000-14999 0 0 32 15684 0 99555 0 0 115271 
150CC-16S9'i 0 0 66 12B~ 0 LQ_~402 0 0 117334 
17CCC-18999 a a 32 ltJ'998 0 94385 0 0 105415 
19000-20999 0 0 32 4217 0 11477 0 0 157.?6 
ZlOCC-22':>99 0 0 0 558 0 1051 0 0 j__Q__Q_2__ 
23000-24999 fl____ 0 --- 0 22_5_ 0 264 0 c 4RR 
25000-26999 0 0 0 78 0 58 0 0 137 
27CCC-28S'19 0 0 0 68 0 0 0 0 68 
}29000 0 0 0 59 0 0 0 0 o9 
AXLE KEPETITIONS BY ~EHICLE TYPE 
4143206 0 899407 5160<;)0 0 1150053 0 0 6708755 
BRIDGE 20 
SINGLE L 1\ I 1 SI 1\GU:: l:I\IT 
AXlt 
"---- -------- TWO-AX LEO I~D~.A~~ ~~_I~L&bf_J.H:.J_I T UMOINATICI\ _;_ ~ f?_ tNli_IJ_Q ~~I NATION WI:; IGHT GROUP - -FOUR-TrRi c- SIX-TIRE:C Tt-Rd-AXLEC THREE AXLEC FOUR-AXL£:0 FIVE AXLED 
IPOUI\OSJ CARS t.LSE~ TRLJ(_;.~ TRUCK5 __ TRUCKS __ ___I_~U~[<~ __ T~UCKS TRUCKS TOHL 
__ ~y .f"_ll_E_LQ£:..._'1( E_t-_[ CJ,_t;;_ f: Y ..__.Y'Q_l_C_l_t __ D'l:' _ _S_ _____ _ 
----~--
.35 21 'iJ:\.4.Q ________ ~llh.J.£t2 4 4 5 87_5 8 15_62726 181813 424232 597388 653663 
_____________________ _cA~X~L~C-"~R~E~P~c~T~i~l!UNS nY VC~ICL~ TYPE AND wEIG~"Tc_~G~R~O~lJ~P ________________ _ 
< 7COC 7(14.?1<:;·~~- 75_,&_ 8907':i?9 ?.C\';3052 119663 606644 ___ 744101 ___ 715385 84115872 
_!_~_co- e~_5!_9 0 ~6484 80_85 222151 54162 163824 460362 590023 15550_8_0 
SCCC-lC999 0 112959 1617 129869 29502 7148fl 253080 4R7958 1086_4_73 
llCOC-129'?9 () lliOO 325 106.428 2_8_508 _____8_8 __ 063 218013 3<;51_ 847792 
13CCC-I4<;SS [) 18825 325 <;4884 35608 110375 255094 473243 9_8_8356 
15000-1699'=!_ 0 112'152_ 6_5_0 77838 41037 115750 248879 427319 1024441 
... !J00_9-li::lS~_9 o 56484 325 66529 21551 104639 177301 132452 559215 
__!_?_q_s.~-2 c ~_99 ___________ Q__ ____ 0 325 255CC: 6721 12728 35.319 40197 120799 
21G00-22S99 ---···---- 0 0 0 3378 3975 1165 3731 1090C, 2___3___lll__ 
23CCC-24S~g 1364 2294 89 1· 9 6097 
25000-269':19 
----~····-------------- 0 0 .o 479 768 63 470 406 71_17 
27000-2S999 0 0 0 416 2?6 0 21"7 135 994 
>29COC (] 0 0 352 0 0 72 c 425 ~--·--
AXLE f.<EP[liTrDNS BY VEHICLE TYPE 
70421936 -~ 76535 8'>1 <Jl26 3122237 544009 1275028 2397829 3274140 90330736 
BRIDGE 21 
SINGLE- Ul'd T SlNCL!: IJNlT 
AXLE - ----- TWO-t.XLE:C_ TWC-AXLEC SINGLI: UNIT CC/"11:HI\ATICN .lli";P,INAT I_!J~ ~~'-""'l 13 I_l_iA_Lf5.!tL ___ --~---
WEIGhT GROUP FUUR-TIREC Sfx...:··fiRED- -tiki:E-AXLi:O THRI:::E-AXLffJ OUR-.liXLI::C FI Vf-AXL[;J 
tPGU\OSl CARS BUSES TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS Tf.<\.JCKS TCT lll 
i'<Ld·.[f< 1 F __ VE}::II~_LES BY VEHICLE TVPE 
.2.Z5!t.2_l 9 2 l48?4R 2211622 1700319 30f!599 1007486 1824363 1089l7 
-----------------------'A~X~L~t~--'KEP_E_.I _ _!_!__I_::'.'~S tlY Vthl_~~t TYPE AND w_EIGHT G~OUP 
<7000 41iA7'l9/0 5954 'i4l'H35 260_25_24 5454R7 -~36500 2_2_653G9 119.9_5~ '>7/74496 
7CCO- 8999 0 44648 4007 2:fLlll6., 92429 387934 140155-8 98936 22_71388 
9000-10999 0 89247 803 141400 50340 _____J_69284 770512 81823_ 3!t44 
ll000-!2t;fiS 0 8928 158 115.878 48642 _208537 663_1ll___ 66262_ 1112133 
13000-14_999 0 14883 158 103311 60768 261357 776631 79355 1296464 
15CCC-ltSSS 0 8()297 322 8_4]51 70026 _ _____274082 7_57722 71657 ] 347856 
17CCC-18S<;<; o 44648 1'58 ______ 12!t40 36773 ____ 247784 5YH95 22212 _9_63812 
lSG00-20999 0 0 158 27779 11475 30128 107542 6737 183824 
21CCC-22999 0 0 0 3678 6783 2757 11363 1829 26410 
230C0-24999 0 0 u 1480 3':115 6CJ1 3645 158 9889 
25000-261ii'i'3 0 0 0 520 1303 151 1421 66 3467 
27CCC-28999 0 0 0 454 388 0 658 26 1520 
)290_20.. 88 0 0 2 1 
AXLE REPfTlTlONS BY VEHICLE TYPE 










I KIPS l CA'<::O 
<!G 138004637 
15 TC l .-, ··u;CJ 
----
2C TO 2lj o. o··· 
:25 TC 2S -a:·o 
30 TC ,, u-;u 
35 H " 
---v:-o-
4( TG " 
-o: 6--
5( 1C OS 0:1) 
---·-------
H TC cs -o~o----
7C TC 7' 
-o-:-o·----
BRIDGE 
SINGLE Ut\1 SIJ\GLE,LJNI1 
i~"<G AXLEC TWO AXLET SINGLE UNIT 
~~~ ~ COMBINATION FOUR-TIRED S I X cll1cEll_ lJj&f£_-_Aj(ilJ '.l.lLE_-
fJUSFS TRUCKS TkUCK5> TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS 
TLT4' VEHICLE kEPETll!C~S BY GROSS WEIGHT A(\0 VEHICLE TYPE 
o.o i?<J4.b63 -4sT~g·s6-- -~--O":o~------ o-:-o--·· o .. o o.o 
c.o 2.927 249.248 o.o o.o o:cJ 0:0 
54-~-I27 """"0.305 93.895 "ZT-:-414 59 .. 782 o.o o.o 
···;r~~r:-sTa -cr:-.:rtfz ~rr~-895 .:i. 2"8'7 "'f2 .. 375 17.955 o.o 
~?57 0.0 1.025 3.169 15.232 57.0/6 cr:o 
o.o 0:0 0.444 8.519 39.125 31.374 19 .. 628 
TOTAL 
15546 .. 648-
252 .. l 7~ 
229.523 
181 .. 2:32 
86 .. 054 
99 .. 0"<10 
·o.·o·--·- a.o o.o 3.I-5o zo.zqs sa.64S 14.724 96~·aT4 
o.o o .. o o.o 0./83 0.274 30.848 11.919 43~825 
u~ o;o ~ 0.016 Cf:() 26 .. 356 18 .. 417 44 .. 790 
0---:-0 0:0 u:-o o:o- lf:() 0.614 17 .. 461 18.075 
8C: T C b(_, ·--~:r;·o----·n:cJ "(;.0 o.o 0.0 0-.0 0.058 1.268 1 .. 326 
" 1( 'i'i 0.0 
-cr.-a o:o- 0:0 o.o 0.0 0 .. 033 0 .. 362 0 .. 394 
ICC: IC SSS o.o --------o:o-- - r.r:·o o.o o.o ·-o:o o.o 0 .. 054 0 .. 054 
TGTAL VEHICLE REP~TITICNS BY ~EhlCLE TYPE 
ALL n sao. I'd 1 I5(J.l96 12S7.497 848.462 40.339 
. -----·------·------··-... 147.084 222.959 83 .. 833 16599 .. 992 
BRIDGE 2 
GROSS SINGLE Ud 1 5[1\GU:: Lf>.IT i 
VEtHCU: Ti.O AXL ED HO-AXLED SINGLE Ull.l T OMI::liNATIC ~~~~~~AT!~ OfotBINATION I "ICHT Ff" k-T RFf" '<X-TIFFr <FF-W F "RFF- >< Fl 'l"- IF< 
I K I FS l LA.{S B LSi= S Hl.l.;[KS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS Tf!UCKS TOTAl 
TCT~l VE~ICLE KEPETITICI\S ~y GRUSS ~EIGHT ANU VEHICLE TYPE 
<14 23R6.C2B o.u 173 .. 910 43.3H3 - 0~ 0 0.0 --,:;-~ 0 <LO 2.601.321 
1'.: l 0 . " .--.--------------o-:cr-----o-. c-----o:393·~·------23:G"25---o--:-o--------o-:o-----o:--o--· ··- o. o 2 4 .. 3 1 s 
2f1 TC z,, o~-o ~A:-221------c .. 041 9.0T3 0.616 T:T66 o.o o.o 49 .. 057 
25 TC 2S --0:0- --67-;4-4R 0.027 4-9tH O.O'JS o-:·-z4·t o. 138 o.o 7?.931 
3C TC ;4 --tJ:·a-·~------6 ;-,~-- o. o~----o-.-o9a---,r~-o9r 0 .. 297 0 .. 438 0.0 7 .. 670 
35 TC 30 ---o::cr- --- -----o:cf- o.o u.043 o.z45 0.763 0.24-1 o.o 1.292 
4C TC 4'; cr:cr- - o.o o.o o~6 --"o". o9T~--o~T96 .. ··- ---=s o---o;o- - ----oo.9~7-
50 TC <:.c- ~ o. o.o o~O 6"-.0r:S 0.005 0.237 o.o 0.265 
t( TC 6S o.o--· o.o o.o ---------o:u o.ooo -o--:-o---··-- o.zo2 o.o 0.203 
7C TC " 0~0 u.o o.o o.o o.d o.o ---- ---0-.005 o.o 0.005 
ec TC UF u: u. o.o "().0 o.-o o.o o.ooo 0~0 o.ooo 
lfC TC ss o:a· o.o o.o o.o o.o o.O o:-ooo o.o o.oaa 
ICC TC SSS --(f. 0 a.-a-·- ----···--·o:o -~rr:u------o.ci··· o.:-o ·a ~-o · - ·-----o. o- ---·-- - ---··-c;:·o---
TCTAL VE:I-ICLE: REPEl IT IONS BY VEHICLE TYPE 
All 23R6.028 112.414 l 74. 37;~ 81.444 l.l60 ?.tHO l. 713 o.o ?760.000 ·--------- ---------------
BRIDGE 3 
GRC~S SINGLE UNIT INGLE LJNI 
v!~i~~E F~~~=~:~ig 
TWO AXLE[ INELE UNI CCMBII\ATI~~ OMBINATION OMB INATION 
-f.T SIX-HR>'n 
"' "" cl>.XL£J 
lHRE.E "'-".X.LEJ 
f KIFSI CPRS eusE TRUCKS TRUCKS fi{UCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRlJCKS TOTAL 
TUTAL VEHICLE REPETITICN5 BY GROSS hEIGHT AND VEHICLE TYPE 
< 14- --4346-. oo4 --- ---o:-o- --- ·--53·z:s·z3 185.625 o. a··--·---·- ·-·a-:·cf -~ --o:-o-- o.o 5064.148 
15 · rc l> o.o o.o 1.205 102.370 o.o o.o o.o o.o 103 .. 574 
£C TO 24 o.o 12 .. 080 0 .. 125 38.564 68.249 4 .. 80'7 o.o o.o 1?3.827 
25 i[ 2> o.o 21 .. 318 0.083 21.314 10 .. 476 0.995 1.589 o.o 55 .. 77-5 
30 TC 34 O .. tl 2.£32 0 .. 0 0.421 !0.100 1-225 5.050 o.o 18.928 
35 TC 39 o.o o.c o.o 0.182 27 .. 150 3.146 2.776 6.074 ·--39.328 
-·-
40 TC 49 o.o o.o o.o o.o 10 .. 039 1.632 5.189 4.550 21.417 
5C H 59 D.D 0.0 o.o o.o 2.497 0.022 2.730 3.688 8.936 
6U H. ts o.o o.o o.o o.u 0 .. 052 o.o 2.332 5.699 8 .. 083 
7C lC 7> o.o u.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.054 5.403 5.4sT 
80 TG B-<; o.u 0.0 0.0 o.o o.o o.o 0.005 0.392 0.397 
sc J( .;~ o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o O.G 0.003 0 .. 112 -----o:Trs 
100 TC 9SG o.o -o~~o -----cr:o~-- ~---o.·o---------o:o----- a:o- o.o o.o11 ______ --- o.oi7---
-------
TCTAL VEHICLE REPEJillONS BY VEHICLE TYPE 
----
ALL 4346.004 35.531 533.936 34H.476 128.563 11.828 19.729 25.941 5449.996 ---· --~-------
BRIDGE 4 
Ct<CSS - SINGLE UNiT SINGLE LNI 
VE::t- iCL E- TWO AXLEO TWC~~~;~~ S~~~~~•UN! COfoiBII\ATIC COfiBINAiiO COMBINATION " 1 f-Hl Fn!JR-T TRFIC "'- tlR-•XLrn '-Ll/E~ 
{KIPS l CAR 5 l1LSi: S l!<.WCi<S HUCt<S TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TOTAl 
fCTAL Vi:.I-'ICLE RUEl ITICNS BY GROSS lr.EIGHT AND VEHICLE. TYPE 
--
R3go.o;<o~ tf~ 0 -760~067 35-6.~6-,iz ···-------o:-o·-----o.o --·- ·-a: a-~~ o.o 9501 .. 723 <14 
15 TC lO ·--·o:-c· --.. c.o 1. 719 193 .. 402 o.o o.o o.o o.o 195 .. 121 
20 T( 2 ·~ o.o 
----- -------1.6 74 a. n9-- 72.857 19.424 84.822 o.o o.o 178 .. 956 
----
2!; 10 ?S d~b- Z.<.l54 c. 119 40 .. 267 2.981 l7 .5-58 14.644 o.o 78.524 
3G TC '" 
· ·a· :d ------ 0.295 o.o 0.795 2.875 21.613 46.550 o.o 72.128 
35 TC 
,._ o~·-a·- o.o o.o 0 .. 344 7.727 55.513 25.588 1.536 90.708 
4( Tl 49 o.o u.o o.o o.o 2.857 ---z-a,:--rg-6 47.830 t.tsz-·- ----·-------ao:-636"' 
5(1 TC 'J'-, ··--r):-o··-··--·- u.u Oal") o .. o ----rr:-7Tl o. 389 25.160 0.933 27 .. 191 
u ]( "" o.o 
·a·;· a o.o o.o 0 .. 015 o.o 21.496 1.441 22 .. 952 
7(' T C 7') a· .. -o ·· ··· -----o:·o· o.o o.o o.o o.o o.soo 1.366 l.Bb7 
" 1[ c:•' 
--u-.-u--~--v.u~---~ o.o o. 041 o.o9cr 0.146 
sr H ,_,,, o.o (J".,"o---~----u:o------o. a o.o o.o 0.027 0.028 0 .. 055 
--~··-··· 
lCC lC "'' 
o.o o.o --- o~o--- -------o;o~------o~-o-- ------o----:-o------o .. o 0~004 0 .. 004 
TGTAL V;_lfCLE RE:Pf:TITIONS BY VEHICLE TYPE 





1 ~ 10 lS 
ZC H 24 
25 TC 29 
3C TC 34 
35 TC " 
4C TC 49 
SC TO 59 
tC TC 69 
7C TC 79 
EC 1( R9 
9C TC 99 
lCC TC SS9 
ALL 
BRIDGE 5 
SINGLE lfi.I T SII\GLF UI 
TWO AXLE:ll TWU AXLED s~~~;~,~~~' (]1'-HH NA TI ~~ ~g~~~~e,r;g '~~~~~:;~~N I ""R-T 1 Rcr '1<-TIR<C hHc-H< cr 
(.AR S rJ L ~I: S TRLCKS T R UC I< S TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS 
--------- --- --- ----- - -
lCT-U V£.1dllF hF.FETITIU,S EY GROSS WEIGrT AND VEHICLE TYPE 
15'304. 8% o.o 83?.571 262.201 -o. 0 o.o o.-o 0.0 
·· --o-:-o ---------c..u------·-r.tnr 6---- -T4"4. eo· a o.o o.o o.o o.o 
--<r:·O"-- --- -----8-·:-astt 0.196 ?4.473 17.657 18.778 o.o o.o 
o.-o -14.213 0.1~0 3!T~-Hl6 z.no :j.887 4. 330 o.o 
0.0 .4.1 ~- 0.595 2.613 4./85 l'L7"~ -- - - o.o 
--cr.-a-··· -----o.cY o.o 0.257 7.024 12.289 7.565 2.39S 
-o:o -u:-o 0:0 2.597 6.375 14 .. 141 1.800 
u-;u u.o o.o o.o 0.646 0.086 7.439 1.4?7 







23 .. 176 




o:-o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.148 2.134 2 .. 282 
-u.u------u.u • u.o o.o o.o o.ol4 0.1~-
------~-o- --------~----o:rr 




o. 0 O.J 
TOTAL Vf~ICLE REP~TlTIONS BY VE~ICLE TYPE 









GRCSS Slfi<GLE Uf'II It\-GLE lJfi.IT I 
\i!:HICLE H.U-A XLED TWO AXLED 5~~~~-=, ~~~' ~~~~~NAT 1~, "~~B~NATIO OMBINAT ION I i-.I::IGhT Fn R TIRFC S TX-T>"n - L£1> 
tt< IPS) CARS Bl..5f:S TRUCKS TRUC!<S TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS . I TOTAL 
TOTAL VE~ICLE REPETITICNS BY GROSS ~EIGHT AND VEHIClE TYPE 
<14 11670.61( I).(J 6 6-g ~ o.:ro- -~ --z3E-.-4z-,----,r:-·a---~- ---o~-o - o.o o.o 14584.129 
15 1 c 19 
.. a. a· - ·-·- c.o 1.513 130.385 o.o o.o o.o o.o 131.898 
20 TL 24 -·-o.o 'i 6"fl:'T48 0.158 --~---:-fla--rrs. o 13 22-20'1 o.o o.o 354 .. 644 
2 ~ Tli zo; -- o.:-o-- ----2 96. 732 0.105 27.147 17 .. 654 4.597 10.014 o.o 356.247 
3C H 34 ---·--o--: ir·-·· · ----z<r:7;73 ______ o;o 0 .. 536 17.021 5 .. 658 31.833 o.o 84 .. 722 
.. 
"'"' TO " 
--·a :·o --- ---- ----·-o-:o o.o 0.232 4 s .-rs:z--·- 14.534 17.49<;1 3.860 81.877 
4C TO " o.o o.o o.o o.o 16.918 7.539 32.709 2 .. 895 60~061. 
SC TC sq ---- ·~-o·-.-cr· -··------ --u;u o.o 0:.0 4a2Ti7 o. 102 1?.2oS: 2.344 23.858 
tCTO ts o.o o.o o.o o.o 0. 088 _____ 0. 0 14.700 3.622 18.409 
7( 1( 79 o.o tl~-o 0.0 o.o o.o o.o 0.342 3.434 3 .. 776 
80 TC 89 -- -o :.;-a · ·· ··-· · --·1)..--u--- . o. o.o 0.032 o.z4ey 0.281 
<;Cl( S9 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.018 0.071 0 .. 089 
100 TC SS9 o.o -- a-----:.·u--·--------·-o;·o-----·· ---a;~------- -o~ a - ----~o:-a-· o.o O.Oll o.ou 
TOTAL VEHICLE REPETITlONS ~y VEHICLE TYPE 
---·-···-
ALL 13678.617 494.553 670.865 443.!142 ?16'a654 54.638 124.352 16.48~ 15699.996 
BRIDGE 7 
GRCSS SINGLE LlNI 1 SH~;GLE LNI 
'VEHICLE TWO AXlfD n.,O-AXLEC SINGLE UNIT '8~~~~~!,1~ OMBINATIO OI"'BINATION ~EIGHT FO R-TI RED SIX-T'"'" "">-'X' c lm,o- " o. ".C-
( K I FS I CARS BlJSE:., TRUCKS TRUCt<S TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TI<UCI<S TOTAL 
TOTAL VEHICLE REPETfTIC~S BY GkGSS hEIGhT AND VEPICLE TYPF 
<14 16696.457 - 0. 0-- 1 rsz. 7Ys <:'li';. 2B9 o.o o.o o.o u.o ---- f9432.S3S 
15 TG l':i · ··--c:r:-o-·-····---u:o--·--4·:oir5- -----520 ~-;rlc--- ------·a-;cr· 0:0 o.o ------------o:o----- -- 524 .. 266 
-:-o-- --------o:o---zc Tc 24 -- ----o:·a·- ----- -26-:-sT:r-·--o-.. -;;2.·r-- ---F~s·:·s"7"r-·-· -·;r.z-.-saa ___ 2z4. s11 ro - 470.52":> 
25 TC 29 --u:-a-· 41~~------o:-zeo l08.3l0 3.455 46.5-37 17.796 o.o 221.195 
?C TO 34 .-.--~o;o--··· ~ o:-o---------z·;T39 3 .. 331 s1.2sz '>4.Gfw 0.0 12?.461 
3~ T ( 39 o.o 0.0 ·o.o o..-926 8.954 147.131 -~~iz---,-o-:771 -·-r•ora:cf04 
4C W 4S -·o:o- · -· · · ··o -~ o-·--------·-··cr. o ··------------o·;o --------- ·--·3:-3 11------r-6-.3-z 1 ---56-.-49 z- --- --a-:-080- 144.--2:03 
5C TC 59 ---lJ:"tJ~--- t • t o-~---- ----o~ ·o-----IT:lrl 3 1. o 3o· 29.715 6.541 38 .. 110 
H TO 6S -rr.-c ---- o;o 0.0 ·a-:--o o.-017 ---cr:·o·~-- 25.388 10.107 -- 35.512 
7C TC 7"9 -u~-o - · o·. o·· · ··a:·o-··---·--o~-o o.o 0.0 0.591 9.582 -----10.171-
SC TO ES -o-~-u-·- -------···u.·cr-·---~·-o-~u- -- · -- tr~ a--------o":u----------u.cr-- 0.055 -0.696 0.751 
'1C TC 99 o.o d.a a ;·o·,. ·· ·1r;o · -o; c o;·a·- -o:-o32- 0.198 0.230 
lC(: TO <;<;<; o.o n.o 0.0 o.o u. 0 o.o ·cr~-o O.lHiJ ·o:Cf3o 
-------- -------------------,l~C~T~'"l~V0E~r<Ircrlr£-PO<fpETITICN$o-Bmv"v~>~r~I~C"L'E"T~Y0P0E-------------------
Hl 16696.4'i7 7n~~6? 17<17.552 1770.847 4.:.398 ':>~3.111 114-.771 46. 0•]'0 2119'-;..9[0', 
CRCSS -- -~HJCLt ___ 
\'if: {.( h j 
i K u-s 1 
<14 
1':> TC 19 
?.C TO 2 4 
2'::> TC 2..'1 
30 T C ~ 4 
---~~;-:;··~-
4C TO '~u 
':>C TC 59 
d1 TC 6Y 
iC ru 7 s 
t:lfJ l ( 8 ':1 
SC TO 'iS 
it:c rc 99S 
~1.L.l 
BRIDGE 8 
SINGLE UNIT SINGLE~LNI 
H.O AXLEC TWC AXltC SINGLE UNIT COMBINATIO COMB INATI~J\ r::~MB [NATION 
FOUR-TI REU SlX-TIKED THREEcAXLE[ HREEcAXLE< F llilR_-_AXL E 0 
(.j};<_$ BUSES TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS Tl<.liC K S TRUCKS T~UCKS 
TGTAL VEHICLE REFETlTICJ\S bY GROSS WEIG~T AND VEHICLE TYPE 
rl040.3:?8 0.0 365.167 200.267 0~-if" 6.0 o.o o.o 
o.o ·r.r-.-r.l------·-o:1r26 110.44-5 o.a cr:o "0:() o~-o 
o.o -is.i6.9 ·a ~-o-86---··41-:606---g--:-g~-4}. 11" 6.0 6.0 
(f~ 0 '?6'."770- 0-:--557 u-:-ggs 1.52"5 8.512 18.299 o.o 
o.o ?_'~677 -- tT: 7:i o .. 454 1.4H 10.477 58.169 0"~0 
o.o J.O o .. o --"·-cy ::r<:J=r----3-. 9!rr--- 26.911 31.975 5.935-









0.0 --·-o:C'r---- o.o ---·--·--6~0 ----no.361+ o.188 31 .. 439 3 .. 604 35.595 
o.o o. 0- o--:-o-- · · --o~o --~--o:ocnr---- --o~-o- 26 .. 861 5. 569 32.438 
o-. o a·.o o; o- ·· ··----------u:-o o. o -o:·a o.625 5.280 5.905 
- ~n~··o - --------u;·n··- - D."D'"""" n·,;-u- .. -o. a~-~ o;.-Ts3 ~ 
o.o -- 0~ 0 0.0 ·-- a--:·o --- ---cr.o- ----- --cT:·o- -· 0.033 0.109 0 .. 143 
o.o o.o o.o o.o l}. () o.o -- -·----o-:o Cf~Ol6 (.\"~016 
TOTAL VCHICLE REPETITIONS BY VEHfCLE TYPE 
uo 1H.:.E29 44.616 36(:..1._35 375.964 1!3.720 !01.168 227.228 25 .. 350 779q,.qq6 
.. ----~~ ?__l_~~-­
'vlhiCLL 
t-E I Gr., I 
!KHSi 
-<!£ ______ 
l s TC b 
;,-: 11] 24 
,: : rc 
' 0 
:~·~ TC .,"t 
------
3'::: i [ y, 
4 ·: TC " 
5( TC '' 
cO TC h--
H TC 7 ') 
IJ:; rc 8'• 
sc J[ s . 
l(( TC ,,::,-. 
ALL 
L _.., KS 















SINGLE Lj\iiTSii\CL!:; .. .L~i:'!Ill 
lln-,J- A_..:: L E: c 1 "c- Ax L t cis L\Glf- uN IT!COI•;t) INAT Ior-t:oMB INA nol\tcoM.B 1 NAn oN 
FL!U><-Tfi~t-D Sl..X.::..Jj~_E..L__ Tr<REE-AXI FffTI-rRFF-llXI Frll=nllr.l-~)(1 Fr.IFTVF-A:il Fn 
!'L.~["""S TIW(..KS I TR.Uc.t< ~ I T><UCKS I TRUCKS I TRUCKS I TRUCKS TGT AL 
iT"•l Vt-Hl(.LI~ i<'!..:FilllJ(r-,) 1-y Gf<DSS r;}IGMT A!'JC VEI-ICLE TYPE 
;.,) >,; -~ ., • c; :'~ b ] ?.4t,.4T) ().0 iJ.O o.o ---<r~o-- 746{)S.tJ12 
"·'· f:.863 6t!7.-412 0.0 Li". o u ;o --·- ·-~-o:o ------694~2:('~ --
27--:.ft'J"J C.7l5 zs·s·;sse 78 .. 668 ··rgo·.j2o o.o· -o·:·o-- &6 1' .. tTl 5 
4·~l.J'fl 0.4 7? 143.1?2 -----u -~-b 7 ') :o.-n6 43.97? o-:.·o 730.411 
1•(;. f3S o·: cr Z.E27 ll. 642 4t!.46l::l 13<;.773 u.o -- 251.1:154---
0. 0 --------~-d-~ '!l 1. 224 31.294" 124.492 -76 .. i'l36 - 5 f:l34 2R4.979 
u .. o 0.() o.o 11.572 64 .. 578 14.3 .. 622·--- :38 .. 3?7 25B.l2<;l 
o.o o.o ·o.o ·-·---------z-~-s-7s·---n.:s?z - 75.-54B-~T.;osr Tio.34li 
o.c o.o o.o --n~-fJ6o o.o '"64 -~-$46 ___ 41 ~ 91'i - ft'z.-585 
o.o o.o o.o u.o o.o ---1-. -~,-03--- z,:s-:tt a 9 46.99;? 
o·. o ~- o. 0 o.o o.o ----o-;o o .. I 41 -'3.303 --3.:4'44 
o.o o.o o.o o.o -o.o o.oso o. 942 1.0?2 
o.n o.o o.o o.o o.o ().;) [J. 14 1 I). l <i : 
rOTtL V~~ICL~ k[PETlTJONS BY VEhiCLE TYPE 
Hl~.'-;1"!7 304-1.990 2340.016 l 4 :~. l 'I ':1 46i.<.C·iJ5 'J 1to. czr ... .n,". ·p~-, 7799''· ') _n 
BRIDGE 10 
GK(~.) SINGLE Ur-I qNGL E;, CN I --------------- ----
TWO AXLE:C TWO J\Xl EC SINGLI: UNIT c(-~~H·i-r>.AT ICJ\ F~~~:~e; ~~ OMS INATION 
vcr, lCLE 
wE!GU FU f<. TikEC SIX-T 11-:FO TI-IP q: -ilX ,._ HK.FF-HI Fl 'lVF- ,., en 
( K I FS I LA i~S BUSES TRUCKS HUCKS TI{U(KS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TOTAL 
fiJlAL VFH!Clt RE~ETillC~S I:Y GkDSS ~EIGHT A~D VEHICLE TYPE 
C4 ')83l.~4j l).(; S77. o<:F, 1'74 .. 2] 0 o.c U.f) u.o o.o 
~~ 
6603 0 395" 
1::.> TC I' o.o ··-- -u:--cr- 1.301 1C7.1:?0 o.o 0 .b -- o.o o.o lOi:f:-427--
------
LO TO '" 
o.o 37.6az--------o~ r3b 40.~54 l <:.;. 356 4L.4S8 o.o o.o .---- 144.026 
~~ ---- -·----
.? ': T G ? S Cf.-0- 66.497 Q 0 QCJd 22.305 
-~ 
2.971 9 0 625 8.062 o.o 10g.549 
31 rc ·;,'t ·o: b --~-------~6-su---u~ a· 0.440 z·. &65 11. 24P. '2"5.627 o.o 47.429 
~:: [C) lS o.o o.o o.o 0.191 7.700 30.431 14 ~-rjFf'r 3.013 55-.422 
'+( 1 c 4S o.u u.o o.o o.o 2.847 1';>.786 204331 2.260 47.224 
~) G T C 59 o·~·o, ····------u·:ti . 0.0 u.7o5 ·o ~ TT~ 8'51 - -·y:B:rcr-·-· -- l(;~g60l 
----------- -u:-o---CC TO CS 0.~ o.o 0.0 0. Ol 5 o.o 11.834 ·· ··- ···--z :-rr 2-r- - 14.6("6 
7, TC 7'7 u~-w ---··· o.o o.o 0.0 c.o o.o 0.-275 ---z:r;so 2.956 
t -: TO '''; o ;;·u---------- 0. "0 - c.o o.o o. 0 . ·cr~ OZfJ ----o -:T"9"? o. 220 
---------s· \ r c ().() o.o c.o 0.0 ().{) 0.0 --o·. o1 'J ~~ 0.056 -o-:.o-7o 
1'1." lL ,'_. ().:") 0.-J 0.0 0.0 l'•. 0 u.u ~-0 Ci".OO_& ___ d.oc_g 
TOTAL Vl:t-<ICl[ rd::PETlTlONS BY VEHICLE TYPE 
-·--
:'-l.l J i _j 1. ') '-t.'J i u:. tl2<t 57<:).146 364. fAt> 36.461 114 .. 401 lOO.IJ7 l2.bttl 7149.996 
---~ 
BRIDGE II 
(r<.ll.S.';. _____ Sl~Gl F L.-1\l ~H-l,LE Lt'-IT ---------- ~-----------. -- -· \IEt-lC.lt T:rt!]-AXLtO fi..U-A.XlEC SI1\GLE UF\.11 O•V.BII\ATIC COMBINATIO C~Bl/IIATION v.:= IGH I Hul--l kH: ;TX-flREC 'FF· dXLI- "<FF- hXI F 'OUR- HI Fn '-LlLE=H.l F n 
(KHSJ ~ ;• . :, t-1 l :-E S TRLC!'-5 TKUCfo::~ T :<L!CK S TRUCKS T l<UCICS T RtJC KS TOTAL 
TCTtil VE'Hl.LE Rt.r::t-1 IT IG,<;. .-y G1-::'JSS hEIGHT AND Vt::HICLE l't'PE 
<14 34-~06.410 0.0 l47r:.059 6\n.z'n (:. 0 o.o u.o (),() _;~,391. 719 
l':iTC o.c ·o~·o· ? .• 3 1+3 334.R92 o. o -------··rr~·o-- O.G (i .. "d 338 .. 235-
<'C TG ._c. o .. o l -~ '). 6 5 t: n.34t' 126.15[~ 3A.327 Y2.674 o.o o .. u--- 3"93~lb5 
ZS TC o.o 23·S.3';6 0.231 t;s ~-726 --S.R33 t9.te4 -z-r.-4;(? u.o 355.lVtl 
3iJ T C ? 4 o.o 21'~"94"0 o.o 1. 31r~;6-·tc_--·---L3~·cry·--·-- -·bs·~-096' -·o-~o · ·· ·ln.nqii"--
----35 TC .37 \). 0 J.t) o.o 0.596 15.24"6--60 .. 652 -- --n .4-32 24.913 T3s.-839 
4( Tl 4" o.o o.o o.o o.o 5. 63fl 31 .. 462 69.969 lfl.688 125.750 
5Co TC ~':t o.o o.o o.o 0.0 1. 4'02 ():4i'5 __ _ ~-k,.~o5 TS:TL"!f" 53.75"9"' 
---·t·CTC--t-'7 o.o (). c o.o ~ 0.0~9 u.o ·n .. 445 -z-3: 3 -rs- --- 54.850 
7( TC {'-;, ().() u.o o.o o·-;o !Y~O 0. (_\ ll-. n2 ---?"2-.-T6-z -22:"894 
tC TO 1- <; o.o tl.D \)o 0 --· ·o·.o·- ·u;o ·a~ a· a. 069 - - T"~&a~- r~m 
90 TC '-''7 o.o o.o o.o o.o (l. 0 o .. o o.b.Js -0.459- C:i'.-493 
ICC TC '>'n o.u l ~ • ') 11.0 n.o i'),r) o.o o • () c iJ-.-o6q·-- 0.01'.'1 
TCTAL Vl->tl-1 t R.Ht:T ITIUNS ey Vt:HICLE TYPE 
All ::.4 ?·16. -'t 1 ·J 0, '--, i~ • ': '>c H- ~ 1. "-Jt;(' l 1'• ; ;, I;!.F<"( 72H.;;L,) ?nr .• Ju/ 106,401 _Ht;:t;Y,<:l96 
BRIDGE 12 
"" ::- ~ ----- s l r::u u I\ i 1 .::.II\GLE· Lr·<_I_ \i,.-1- LU T r~- t.XLF-C f~·-l; t.XLtC Slt\GLE UI\Il CCMBii'liATI~~ OMS INAT IOI COMB INA T ION 
,,[ Li-i f-;; k 1 I R t L: <)T X 1 Th F .• 'ilil± cAXUJ irHB.J± "' 
( r- F -~ J ' '· r< LJl. KS T t<.\J C K S 1 RUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TOTAL 
.. 
;T.~L V~blCLE klPrTJliC~S ~y GkCSS ~EIGHT 4~0 VEHICLE TYPE 
'" 23764.Uih c.o 22':>2.t!23 7>i7.113 o.o o.o o .. o o.o 26801.94g 
1 J 1 [ l c o.o c.:) '::>.096 434.082 . -·--· o.o -----··a-:·a·------ ·-- ()'. tf o.o -----4~~ 
----· 
0.0 ~-,. 7 '-, ') (). ') 31 163.525 50.737 3-48.4"~5 -- ··- ·---- ··a·.-o 0.0 650.990 :;:: rc ,_ .. 
---------
" i_; .o l '-J it.~ 7 ') [). 1 ':> 2 40 • -~ 71J 7.708 7:?. 1 ?7 ----- s s .. s cfr·-- --o:-n ~81.327'' 2 <;; TC 
3l Tl . ' •' 1 • i :, '· i. );,, ' -t: .-r:J1---·-rn:);oTr--~-- 290.962 
"' lJ '1. 0 J •. ; ,l_ t) J. rn 2J. uu 2~8.031, - S'r."sl6 '2"2-:---37"1 
----- ----
36a .. a8Ff 
"' j [ u.u ) • 0 (J. 0 u.o 7.463 118 .. 290 182.?.7t:l 
-----T6~78 7 -·---- 324.819 
c: ~-l! J.O Cl.O o .. o o.o 1.85b'' l~-5~-------g:;_:;-;SR-I 1 3 .. 5 R9 112~923 
b' 1[ c.o 'J. 0 o.o o.o -----o.-o3g 0~-0 81.919 20 .. 996 102 .. 955 
-------- -·- . 
"( ( 1 ' . .' CJ.() lj. () u.o o .. o 0 ~----a-- - -o~-o 1 .. 907 19.9"[)"8'' 21.815 
' ll o.o 'J. 0 G.O 0.0 o.o {}~ () 
···----~----r-:--44'6- 1.67'5 
----·-· 
s:· J,r 0. ll c.c 0. •J o.o 0.0 (}.0 0.162 -- -------u~-4-12 --o:-·~n4 
··---·· 
l :' .- 1 ,_ il.O .).L) c.o o.o o. 0. o.u 0.1) ·a .06? --· -<r.:o6z-··-
TCTtil VEHCU P!:Pf:llTILNS t-Y Vf:t-ICLE TYPE 
? 1 r ,,,. •• -~ 1 ,, ;> ":- < • J ?::· ?258.802 l477.6~:'J -~:;. '_;, 75 ;1 '.>7. 2 o<J {,92. 98R 9':i.5RO ?Cl499.992 
BRIDGE 13 
GKCJSS SINGLE U\1 SII\GLE L/\1 T I 
VEI-ICLE T .-!0-AXL[D H.O i\XLED SINGLE Uf\1 f::DM"!NATI~~ t:~MBINATID CO~BINATION 
WF I 'H T FC R·TTHC S TX·T T"C CHF-MI F, ffi<RFF-AXT Fl Fnrro-Axr Fn 'IVF·HI Fn 
IK IFS J u~::. BUSf-:::. Tf<UCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS T RUC.KS TRUCKS TOTAL 
----------- - -
TllAl VE~lCLE R~FETiflCNS ~y GROSS WEIGhT AND VEHICLE TYPE 
<I< --3607. 756 o.o 40S .. 6?.3 120.715 ---o;o 0.0 o.c o .. o 4138 .. 090 
1~ TC " 
-----,o-."0-- ----~-o:o----·--c~<.JL.-T 66.513 o .. o -----·-a-:o-------t'f:-o-· o.o 67 .. 499 
2C TO 24 ··o-.. 0 2F~9sg·-·-.. ··-····o·:··a9·7-- ---2s.o79 o.234 33:·af3·-----o.o o.o 92 .. 242 
25 TC zs ·i:r::-o·----
""l1t.574 ___ 0.l)E4 __ _ IT-;B6t o.9sr··------·'t·:·orz 6.o3o a.o 75 .. 498 
30 H. ]4 ~----9-~757 o.-o---- 0.274 0 .. '923 8.631 19.170 o .. o 33.754 
35 TC 3s. ------- ·-·o-:-o- ~- ------cr-:-o ----·tY:o -···-· .. ------u~ TT9- ?.480 22.169 10.'537 1.328 36.632 
4C H 4'' --o-;-o- -·o ~-cr -------o~-o- -----n--:o-- 0.(]17 11..'500 19 .. 697 0.996 33.109 
5C Tn 5S .-o---'" • ---·--iT .. -a-----·------u;u o.z2a o.rss £0.361 o.B06 u .. 55o 
ec TC o9 -u;-a--- 11: o- ---·--n-:·u- 0:0 0.005 o.o 8.852 1.246 10 .. 103 
1C TO 79 ~ o·:ty-· 0.0 u .. o o.o ~ 0 .. 206 1.181 1 .. 387 
80 TC 89 ·rr:IJ--·------~--- o.o a. O .. OB6 ~ 
~c tc <9 ·a. a (r~Tr- · --u;o .a o-:o-- o-:o 0.011 0.024 0.035 
100 TC 999 (f .. o o .. o O .. b o:a-··- o.o --a·: a· 0--:D 0.004 0.004 
TCTAL Vt:HCLE REPETITHJNS t!Y VEt-ICLE TYPE 
All 3607.756 7<1.2<;10 41C.709 226.61<1 11.744 83.339 74.884 5.670 44<;19 .. 996 ________ , _______ _ 
BRIDGE 14 
GROSS SINGLE Ul\1 SII\GLE UJ\IT 
VEI-:ICLE IWO AXLEO hO AXLE!J SINGLE UNI CO'BII'IATIC ~~~BI/'oATIG CCfoiB I NAT ION 
•F T C.HT f(]Uf<-TJR..Fr: STX-TTREil hRFF-IXI FT ~HRFF- lXI F 'niiR-HT Fn ~
(KIFS) CARS b L .S:E S TRLCKS TRUCI\5 TRUCKS Tf~UCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TOTAl 
I 
TlTAL V~~ICLE RtPETITICNS BY GROSS WEIGHT AND VEHICLE TYPE 
15 TO lS 10317.797 o.o ----47-c~. z-4s· -- -- 1 e:b -.--s-44. ·------·--o: o o .. o o.o o.o 10974.883 
20 l( 2• 
-- ·c::"'i:r- · -------·-c .. -c 1.064 103.042 a.o D:lf lJ:(J u~-u 104 .. 106 
25 TC t:s- o. cr 44.q62 o. 111 38.8TI 12.824 37.393 o.o o.o 134.107 
3C lC 3L; --o~ ·a --r~~--~-4"6 o .. 074 21.454 1.968 7.740 7.409 o.o 117.991 
35 TC ;<; -u~·a---------..-1'":"'0j:;--·-·-·u.o o.4z4 1..898 Y.sza z3.5s3 0.0 43.337 
4C lC t: S· 0.8 a.o o.o o. 183 ~101 24.472 12.947 4.578 47.282 
50 TC 5S o.u 0.-0- rr:o o.o 1:886 12.694 24.201 3.434 42.216 
tc ]( 6', () ;-!l ---u.o 0.0 o .. o 0.469 o.til 12.730 z.tao fb .. 151 
7( rc 7'-_ 0.0 o.o ----------- o.o o .. o 0.010 o .. o 10.876 4.295 15.182 
ec TC )-j< o.o ,r~ a-·- "0:1} 0:0 o-:-o 0:0 0.253 4..:-crn· 4.3;?6 
SC Tl ·-;.c;. -o :.:·u ------- ~--·a:-u u.o u .. o ---u~--u o.o o.024 u:;-zgo--- o.319 
lCC lU sse. o·~a------------o~-o--.. ·-- o.o o.o o.o b.o o.ot4 o.oa4 o .. o9a 
o.o 0.0 -------o-:-o·--~u-- o.o o.o o.o o.ot3 o.ou 
TCTAL VEriCLE REPETITICN$ 8¥ VE~ICLE TYPE 
ALL- 10317. 7'H 132.242 471.496 350.764 24.157 91..999 92.008 19.553 ll499.996 
BRIDGE 17 
GRCSS SI. .... GLE: L~ll SING E LNIT 
v:~:~~~ F~~~=~;~~~ 
h 10-AXLEO T~~~;=~·;; ~~:~~ON OMB INA TID" ~~~~.I NATION SIX-TI,Fn iEnuR .,_on_ 
IKlF$) CM<S bUSf:S TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS T~UCKS TOT .Al 
LTAL VEHICLE REPfTillC'~S i:JY GROSS I'IEJGHT ANC VEHICLE TYPE 
< 14 -46fro.477 o.o 5 64·-:·475 _______ ~rn. oo4 -- o.o o-.-~r o.o o.o 545'5.957 
15 TC 19 0.0 u.o 1.21/ l!6 .. 366 o.o ~0 o .. o o .. o 117 .. 643 
2( TC 24 
··-·-·o:o-- -6-.:-4A2 0.133 43.83~-~-34·-~--017 49.994 0.0 0.0 134.463 
2> T[ 
..,~ ---o;·o-
29 u.439 o.oaa .:::4.2;?:8 --?·:-zzr 10.349 19.782 o.o "''if~-1 07 
?C TO 34 u.o 1.144 o .. u 0-479 5.034 12.739 62.882 o.o 82.278 
35 T[ 3·:; 
--u-:--o--- ---------o-:-o u.o ------u:·.rcrr-- 13.53z 32.719 34.566 l3.o3I 94.056 
4( lU 49 
-o-:n ------.. ·----o;o----o-;o- --------o~o 5.004 16 .. 973 64.612 9.775 96 .. 363 
5( TL O> ·--,.--.,-----,--,,------.,-,,-----o:o 1.244 0.229 33.987 t.913 43.373 
tC TO « ·---u-:----u--- -----u-:;---u- 0. ---o:Li 0.026 o.o 29.038 12.221 41.290 
70 fi._ ~~ --o:o------- o.o o.o o.G o.o o.o o.676 ll.592 12-..268 " 
" TO es 
a·~ a----- . , .a -o-.o o.o u.oc3 0.842 0.905 
9C TC 99 
---o~-o ·· o:-o - --------o~-o-----------o:-o -- --··· o.o o.o 0 .. 036 0.240 0 .. 276-
ICC 10 SS<; ·a.o u.c {}. b- o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.036 0.036 
ICTAl V~hTClE REPETITICNS BY VEHICLE TYPE 
All 4680.477 1g.06S S6S.Q73 396.120 64 .. 079 123.003 245.642 55 .. 656 6149.996 ·--------
-- - - ___ C_~·S_j_~_ -
\It: f- I C Lf_ 
V< U()-1 
lid F.:::) 
"' , TL F. 
;c h. ;.t., 
------
;:: ~ T C c' 
::r TC :;!t, 
35 r·c · 1-,;-
4(---rl-0.-
~( ru :OS 
------
6C TL 6·; 
1CTC7-S 
EC T:.J t'S 



















SINGLE UNIT SINCLE UNIT 
H;r. AXLED ThG AXLEC IN<:LE UNIT ~CMBINATI~~ ,~~~'~e;;~' COMBINATION FCUR TikEC "X-TTf-n T RFF- AXI Fr irHRFF-AXI Fl 'TVF- XI Fl 
81_;5['.- s TRUCKS TKl)CK~ TKUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TOTAL 
fGT~I VEtiiCLE FEPETITllNS E~ GROSS ~EIGHT A~C VEHICLE TYPE 
n.o lii53.614 ---·-665.050 · ~0-.-o------- -o.O --- ·-----~a o.o 19132 .. 680 
o.o 3.Zo8 366.766 o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 370.054 
5l.S02 -- -u :-s 43---n-s • 1 66 75.213 381.528 o.o o.o 647.151 
s i. ?'<;;"j ---- 0.227 76.362 11.545 78.977 42.543 o.o 301.246 





- --'6~ tr- - .. ---cr:-653--~;9zo 249-~696 74.33q 4.3so · 
- o :-b -- --- ·- -·- a. o---·-·-----rr:o-t4-- T29~-52'5-- ·us. 955 3. 2a 5 
IJ:O U.c z. 751 1-./49 13.092 2.659 
3-58~ 986 
-282 .. -828 
80.252 
-o---:o--·- a . o o. o s s Q.o 62.449 4.lOS 66.615 
---o~ o.. · ----u:·o a ~-a o;o o.-o 1.454 3.896 5.350 
o.o 0.0 ~~------,,--,,------,.-o- a~ 136 o;zgy-- o.4l9 
0.0 '()'. -()'- --------u:cr o.o o:-rT 0.078 0.081 o.~ 
O.D o.o -cr~·t:r- "i}~b o-~-o O~o o.o12 0 .. 012 
·-·------ TUTAL VEI-ICLE: REPETITIONS bY VEHICLE TYPE 
17014.016 l '>2. 6':>:3 ]457.47? 1248.505 141.681 g-38.68'7 528 .. 280 18.705 21499 .. 988 
BRIDGE 19 
GROSS SINGLE Uf'..IT Slt\GLE lAd 
VEI->IC.lt lWO AXLED TI-10-AXLf:U SINGLE Ul\1 CI-'.Slt>.ATIC Ot-lBINAT 10/1. ~~~~~~e;;~N ~EIGHT FGU"-T TRFC "X-TIRFn HRFF-AXI Fl THRFF-A" Fl FOUR-A" Fn 
(KIPS I CAf<.S B lJ SE S TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TOTAL 
TCTAL VE~ICLE REPETITICNS dY GROSS WEIGHT AND VEHICLE TYPE 
<14 -936-.h·sg- o.o 202.796 62. 150 1l. 0 o.o o.o o.o 1201 .. -600 
15 TO lS o.o o .. o 0.459 34.275 o .. o o.o o.o o.o ~4;734' 
20 H 24 o:lJ o.c 0 .. 048 IL-.;912 o.o 70 .. 452 o.o o.o 83.412--
2~ TC 29 0.0 0.0 0 .. 0'32 7 .. 136 0:0 14.584 0:0 0:0 21.752 
3C TC 34 o.o o.o o.o o.r4r o .. o 11.951 o .. o o-~-o 18.092 
35 rc " ~ 
-----co~.no o.o 0.061 a.; a 46.108 o.o o.o 46.169-
4C H u, ., .. ___ u:-o .. 0.0 o.o o.o 23 .. 918 o .. o o.o " 
--- - -------zy.: 918 
50 TC " 
,--------- --u;o 0 .. 323 
CO TC 69 -.c=---------,cco,-----------co • o o .. u U • 0 0:0 o.o o.o --------~---
70 TC ..,, ~ .. o o.o o.o o.o o.o • 0 o.o 
EC TC 89 u. 0 u .. {J u-;u---------u~u----- --- o.o o.o o.o o.o = 
90 TC 99 -o.;-o o .. a o.a o.o o.o o .. o o.o o.o o.o 
,... ~r-r, o-;o ICC y._ .,.,.,. ---o.o ------------a.-a o.o o.o -----o.-o-- 0:0 o.o O~b 
TUT.fll VEI-ICLE REFETITIONS F.'i VEHICLE TYPE 
ALL -936.659 o.o o.o 203.329 116.675 
--------
o.o 173.336 o.o ---------~!_0. 000 
BRIDGE 20 
GKGSS SINGLE L~Il ~IJ\GLE l.ifdT 
\lfi-dLU: T~-<0-AXLED TWO ~~LED s~~~~~.~N~, OMBINATIO CO~BINATIO O~BINATJON I-.E IGJ-Jl FC'UR-TIREC SIX TIRFC "' FF- >'O Fl FnOOR- HO FO 0 1 VF-AXI Fn 
{KHS l c ;..I~ s 8 L ~E: S lk LC K S TRUCI<S TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TOTAL 
-
TCTAL VE~ICLE PEFETITIC~S BY GROSS hEIG~T ANC \IE~ICLE TYPE 
<!4 4922.\)00 u.-o 621~-733 116.241 o.o ··-a.~ a--~ o.o o.o 5659.973 
1 '5 TO l' 
----a·.-o- - -·--- o.o l.40C 64 .. 105 o .. o o.o o.o o.o 65 .. 512 
2C l C 24 o.o --0-~947 <:Y:-I4o 24 .. 149 13.456 24.147 o.o o.o 70 .. 846 
2 '5 T C 2S --o.-o-- l5.78g 0.097 13.347 2.065 4.998 6.748 o.o 43 .. 045 
3C 1 C :: -~ ·tr:·u -- - -----·-r.s-79 ___ -·-·- o.o 0.264 l. 991 6.153 21.451 o.o 31.437 
35 TC 3S ··tr~o Tf:-u o.o 0.114 5.353 15.803 11.79 1 21.431 54 .. 493 
·-- --- ------ ""48:"i94-4( ][ 4'>' -o---:-o- -o~-o 0.0 o.o 1.979 8.198 22~041 16.076 
5C- T C ~" 
- -~---- -----u.u-------u:o- 0~0 0 .. 492 o.ur 11 .. 594 13.014 25.211 
fC TC <S -----o-~-o--· ----... -... ---u-;-o·-·---···---· a. o 0.0 0.010 o.o 9.905 20 .. 109 30 .. 025 
7C T C 79 o.o ---~ -----u.:-d ------·- c. o o.o o.o o.o 0.231 19 .. 065 19.296 
l:lC TC 89 --· -"(r~n - ---- -------u-:u---·---··u:-o---- 0.0 o.o 0 .. 0 0.022 1.~85 1.406 
SO T C ss o.o o;o--- --o~cr·-----------u~a·· o.o o.o 0.012 0.395 0.407 
l(( TC SSS o.a o.o --o .Lr cr.u ;u o.o o .. o 0.059 O .. OS9 
TOTAl VEHICLE REPEl IT IONS EY VEHICLE TYPE 
All 4922.000 26.115 623.383 2tB .. 220 2 5 .. 348 59.409 83.795 91 .. 535 6049.996 
BRIDGE 21 
GKLS:S ~INGLf: UNIT SINGLE LrNIT 
\IEhiCLt m:~;~~g TWO-AXLE[ INGLE UN IT CMB!NATICf OMBINATIO COMBINATION WEJGrl FOUR- K SIXcTIPED ITHREE-AXLE [HREE-AXlE iFEUR-AJtLEJ] ~
( K l PS) Ui;·~ bL.SE~ TRUCKS TPUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRLCKS TOTAL 
T"T A' \ILL.ofr, t: LLrd:"T I T 1 C l\ S flY GR 0 S - - IGHT Al\0 VEHICLE TYPE 
<H 1783.824" o.o 364.047 149.351 o.o o.o 
-(r;o-- o:_o _______ 47TI--:.z23-
15 T( lS -o:u---··- ~----1r·;·szT-----·8T.-!"~--,,-
,,----,-,----,-,-----n-n 83.192 
2C 10 24 0.0 B:-34"8 - -----o;-Q'I:l6 
31 ; a z g·· -- ----z-7-:-69-=r---------t.-·r.-ttn - o.o o.o -134-~'037-
2 5 TC 2S o.o --14. 732" ·---,o'"."'o"'sr-·----rr:l-49·---- 4.159 13.968 24.245 o.o -·-·-7''4':-3~-
30 TC 34 "1):-o-" ·-t:4n 0.0 0..339 4.010 17.193 77.069 o.o l00 .. 084 
35 .,.,.. JS ---·-o:o---" 
···a:·o o.o 0.147 10.779 _____ 44.161 42-.364 4.241 Tifi-;;-692 
40 TC " <r:o 
Cf-:-0 0.0 ll~O 3.9"f.i6------zz:-~ro a ----79----: IB R--·-·-· ·--3-. 1s1 -- 109 .. 263 
5C TC " 
--v.u-- u.u 0.0 v.o 0.991 0.309 4}.654 2.575 4~~530 
6C rc OS 0-;-o-- · · o.u o.o o.a o.o21 o-:o-----35.5as 3.979 39 .. 5sa 
"'IC TC 79 -··a--:u-----·-lr:o o .. o o.a o~o------(f ... o·-· o.s79 3.773 4.601 
BO Tr 89 ------a:-~---~~ ._ --u.o· o.o o .. o o~-n 0.078 0.274 0 .. 352 
'>C TC " o-~o 
o~-0-~---- --o .-o --·---o:-o ________ (.f~·o o.o ----a. o44 0.078 0 .. 122-
ICC TC 9'-19 o .·a ll.O o.o · · ·· -o-~-o ·o. b o.o o.O -- 0.012 0.012 
TCTAL VEHICLE ~EPlTITIONS BY VEHICLE TYPE 
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